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Quarter Notes

JOHN J. ROONEY

challenge of fighting on my own; and
fighting well enough not to disgrace
myself.

When we began

The Manly Art of
Ego Defense

manly

instruction in the

art of self defense,

attention.

How to

I

throw a

paid strict
left

jab,

how

others there are earlier trials, of little
significance in the grand drama of military battles, but crucial events to the
participants involved. For me, the battle with the Bludgeon was such an

counter it. The
same for right cross, left hook, right
uppercut. Nothing fancy, just basic
punches and defenses. My apprehension mounted as we completed the two
weeks of instruction and prepared for
the match that would determine our fi-

event.

nal grades.

In wartime the ultimate test of courage
for

most men comes

in combat. For

Not that 1 was a fighter. As a child I
had been firmly admonished not to get
into neighborhood scraps. My
mother's voice still echoes in my head.

"Remember now Jack, I don't want you
brawling in the street like some guttersnipe; you'll never make anything of
yourself that way." So I became adept
at avoiding fights: talking my way out
of scrapes, backing down, making a
joke at a tense moment, and cultivating some bigger, stronger friends. My
reputation as a non-fighter meant that
other kids couldn't gain points by challenging me, and the few who did usually drew a response from a tougher
bystander: 'That kid don't fight; if
you're lookin' for a fight you're
hafta fight me."

Now was
I

gram

gonna

sweating through a pro-

of rigorous athletic competition

to

block

it,

avoid

it,

When we were told to seour own opponents, 1 had a
further shock, for Bruce Weber, known
as the Bludgeon, sidled up to me with
a smiling challenge: 'You and me,
Rooney, you and me."
lect

I should have backed out, for he had a
good twenty-five pounds on me. But 1
was too stunned to object. He draped
his arm around my neck, grinned that

silly

looking grin of his, and chuckled:
show these guys what a

'Yeh, we'll

good

fight is like."

That night 1 had trouble getting to
sleep. Not that losing would be much
of a disgrace, particularly if 1 could put
up any kind of a fight. But long after
the pain from his punches had subsided, the torture of hearing him rehash every detail would persist. For
the Bludgeon was a braggart. In fact it
was his bragging that earned him his

during navy pre-flight training.

nickname.

For the first few months, 1 managed to
survive basketball, football, gym and
soccer in the large middle group: not
one of the stars, but not so incompetent as to be the object of ridicule.
Boxing loomed ahead. Since the program began 1 had worried about the

It happened during a bull session in
the dorms where the competition was
as keen as on the athletic fields. Challenges and thinly disguised boasting
about past exploits filled the air as we
jockeyed for recognition and status.
Bruce (as we called him then) quickly
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established himself as one of the most
determined but least successful gamesmen. His attempts to bully his way to
the top of the heap drew volleys of

quick retorts and deft put-downs. One
evening he was holding court, wearing
shorts and a T-shirt from Upsala, a

hit nothing

jolted

by a

punch

ter the

come,

but

Suddenly

was

I

the face. Well afhe added, "Here they

let's go."

attack,

air.

stiff jab to

I

raged at this sneak

and barely managed

to retain

my composure. Usually when lost
my temper became confused and
I

I

paralyzed. This time

was

He boasted that when he
played fullback, he was known for
bludgeoning his way across the line,

The anger forced me

to focus

carrying two or three defenders with
him. Amid the usual catcalls and
taunts someone picked up on the
term. 'Yeh, you must have been a
regular bludgeon just like The Bludgeon in the comics." Others soon joined
in, and the name stuck.

It was good advice. After exchanging a
few inconclusive jabs, Bludgeon decided to go for the kill. He dropped his
left hand briefly and launched a
wicked hook toward my head. Not
only launched it, but telegraphed it so

college that

competed

in division

III

football.

—

ring waiting for blood; others sat in the

stands where they could watch all of
the matches simultameously. The
of athletic officers conferred over

their clipboards, preparing to

from ring

to ring to

move

grade each contest-

ant.

As

I climbed through the ropes, I
glanced at Bludgeon who was warming
up doing knee bends and stretching in

his corner.

and

I

When

the bell sounded

moved cautiously toward him, he

whispered

gruffly: "Let's goldbrick for

while, they're

down

a

at the other end."

readily agreed. We shuffled about
the ring for a few minutes pretending
to box, but throwing soft punches that

I

on one

thing Chitting back. A hard cold inner
voice said, "Wait, wait for an opening".

The fact that the term Bludgeon had
been conferred in an ironic sense, offered me little consolation on the day
of the fight. The field house was never
more intimidating. Regulation size
boxing rings had been erected throughout the huge arena with its high ceilings and bright lights. A few
spectators milled around outside each

team

different.

obviously that anyone sitting in the far
reaches of the stands knew it was coming. I automatically stepped back and
leaned away from the punch. It whistled by harmlessly leaving him off balance with the left side of his face wide
open. My mind shouted "RIGHT
CROSS!" but some lower reflex had

al-

ready taken over. It propelled my right
fist toward his exposed jaw as my right
foot stepped forward with the punch.

The impact, added to his own momentum, produced an unexpected sight.
He seemed to soar as his feet rose
from the canvas and he plunged between the ropes. There he sprawled
with one fist and one foot hooked on
the rope and the rest of him hanging
outside the ring. Gradually, he revived, extricated himself from the
ropes, and crawled back into the ring
looking sheepish but unharmed.

The

offlcer-in-charge barked at the cadets gathered at ringside, "What's the
name of that boxer who just knocked
the other one out of the ring!"

«)€00
One

of

my

friends decided to help.

'That's Rooney,
fighter?"

Quarter Notes

sir, isn't

With that the

he a

terrific

athletic officer

recorded a 4.0, the highest possible
grade, next to my name. Afterward I
played the role of the gracious winner

amid the plaudits of my smaill circle of
friends and the much larger circle who
gloated over Bludgeon's comeuppance.
I expected him to keep a low profile for
at least a few days, but that wasn't his
style. He quickly went on the attack
with verbal sorties that were as wild as

punches and left him as wide open
counter attack. I overheard him
broach the topic with another cadet:
"Did you hear about the crazy thing
that happened when 1 was boxing with
Rooney?"
his
to

"Oh, I heard about
the reply.
"I

it all

right,"

came

hook aind was ready
him with an uppercut when 1
and fell against the ropes," he

feinted with a left

to catch

slipped
explained.

"That's not the

way heard
I

it,"

the nee-

dier responded.

what happened," the Bludg"I tripped and tumbled
into the ropes." Then he added for good
measure, "I had a cramp in my leg."
Agciin the reply, 'That's not what I
"Well that's

eon

insisted,

heard."
wiseass, what did you hear?"
the Bludgeon shouted, his previous
calmness quickly dissolving.
"All right

I heard is that you were getting
the shit beat out of you, and if they
didn't stop the flght they'd have to cart
you off to sick bay."

"What

Someone

else

moved

in to the attack.

you collapsed like the time the
corpsman stuck you with a needle."
'Yeh,

Bludgeon defended himself wildly: "We
were just goldbricking, when he hit me
with a sucker punch. 1 wasn't hurt at
all.

I

just slipped."

modestly avoided discussing the fight.
But my self image underwent a dramatic transformation. A few days ago, 1
had been worried about being incompetent in fighting. Now, I had come to realize that 1 must have a tremendous
talent that had never been tapped before. It was a heady feeling, and I wallowed in it. 1 fantasized over my new
responsibility as defender of the weak
and avenger of bullies. My self-satisfaction was marred only by a few of my
mother's favorite cautions that a small
but incessant voice kept repeating to
puncture my ballooning ego. "Don't get
too big for your britches, young man"
and "Remember that a swollen head
makes cin inviting target." These unwelcome thoughts, though detracting from
the joy of my triumph, sounded an
early-warning signad alerting me to a
I

new danger.

1

was the new gun who

had come riding into the frontier town
and beaten one of the local gunslingers
to the draw. Others would soon be lining up to test me. Bob Ashley was typiExcept for a
he was unlike
the Bludgeon. A starting guard in one
of the top college basketball teams, he
cal of the challengers.

similar physical build,

excellent speed, coordination and
reaction time. His choir boy face was

had

had the heart of a kilmongoose.
ler
He approached me in his cordial, easygoing manner, "1 hear you're a pretty
good boxer. I'd like to get a chance to
spar with you a little," he said. "We'll
just fool around a bit."
deceptive, for he

Quarter Notes
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He almost lulled me into a reluctant
"OK." What harm in some friendly sparring? Fortunately, 1 caught myself in
time. 1 wasn't going to fool around with

reached it however, any hope of crawling under the covers unobserved was
shattered. For the cot was propped up
on its end in a vivid reminder of the

a mongoose.

wrecked

I

demurred on the ground that he was

out of my weight class. 1 even exaggerated the difference. I managed to fend
off other challengers with similair footwork.

The

battle with the

and

Bludgeon was

my

could say I retired
undefeated (in fact I did say it, on more
than one occasion). The Bludgeon, however, was not so lucky. He moved on
with us to primary flight training where
competence in flying became a major
part of the jockeying for status.
first

final fight.

I

One morning, whfle we were

in the

classroom, sirens sounded indicating
an accident on the adjacent airfield.
Bludgeon rushed to the window. "Look
at that fool," he cried out, "hanging by
his shoulder straps with his head up
his ass. What a chump. They should
wash him out." This kind of accident
was far from rare. It happened if the pilot,

when attempting

after landing, hit

to slow the plane
both brake pedals si-

multaneously instead of alternating
them. Indeed, it was duplicated that
very afternoon while our squadron was
practicing landings. This time the identity of the hapless victim quickly
spread. It was the Bludgeon.

That evening in the mess hall, he was
nowhere to be seen. Nor did he make
an appearance later in the barracks
where we were eagerly awaiting his attempts to explain away his accident.
Finally, a good ten minutes after taps,
with most of us asleep, he crept quietly
into the darkened barracks and maneuvered his way toward his cot. When he

aircraft.

Any

resolve to hold his tongue quickly
dissolved in the heat of his rage. He let

out a blast that woke the soundest
Mixed in with obscenities and
other invectives were his feeble excuses.
"It wasn't my fault".... "the brakes
jammed".... "ask the mechanic if you
bastards don't believe me."
sleeper.

Someone

flipped on the light switch and
a couple of Good Samaritans lowered
his cot into place. He continued to
seethe. Finally Mike Vesco walked over.
Mike never participated in the verbal
battles in the barracks. He had no
need to. A broad shouldered former
fullback at Penn State, no one wanted
to challenge him. "Bludgeon" he said
quietly, but firmly, "shut the fuck up

and

get to sleep."

Bludgeon was too caught up in his performance to back down. "Don't tell me
to shut up" he cried.
With that Mike unleashed a quick chop
to the jaw that put out his lights, and
he collapsed across the bed. Mike lifted
his legs onto the cot. Someone removed
his shoes and covered him with a blanket. Lights were switched off, and quiet
returned to the barracks.

As

dark prior to dozing
sorry
for the Bludgeon.
almost
felt
off, I
"Kjiocked out twice, first by me and
then Mike." No, that didn't catch quite
the right tone. "Poor Bludgeon, getting
floored by Mike and me both." I fell into
a contented sleep searching for appropriate comments to toss into tomorI

lay there in the

row's recap.

An Essay by

JOHN RODDEN

Repairing the Red Schoolhouse:
Report Card from East Germany
If Karl,
capital,

have

instead of writing a lot about
had made a lot ojcapital, it would

all

—^Helga

been much better.
Marx, mother of Karl Marx

(1860)

The Banana Revolution
Vignettes from an American's memories of eastern Germany "after the Wall":
November 11, 1989: a TV shot at the Berlin Wall, just two days after its fall.
A young East German schoolboy has clambered up the Wall. Like an Old World
conquistador, he gazes with pride and wonder at the New World spread before
him. Suddenly tossed a banana by a West German well-wisher, the boy
caresses it, enthralled and puzzled. His glances dart from banana to benefactor

and back

again.

Then the boy

grins bashfully, as he raises the

banana

self-consciously to his lips. Laughing good-naturedly and gesturing demonstratively, the West German calls to the boy: 'You have to peel it first!"
March 1990: a Leipzig newspaper reports that West German politicians,
visiting the soon-to-be defunct German Democratic Republic (GDR) to lend
support to the election campaigns of East German politicians, are attracting
crowds by handing out bananas free. The news account mentions that an
unaccompanied child was told that he could only have a banana if his parents

were present.
July 1990: an East German newspaper photograph portrays a man's
outstretched arm, muscles rippling, raised skyward. The hand clasps itself
firmly, forming a tight fist, around the hard-won trophy: a large yellow banana.
The athletic champion's familiar gesture of sweet victory. In the background
unfurls a map of eastern Europe. Through its center runs the blazoned words,
a la Maria Antoinette: "Let them eat bananas!"
Months later, in the course of a joke about "the banana revolution" of the
GDR, 1 regale an East German acquaintance from Leipzig with these incidents.
Manfred, 41, is not amused. Do 1 not appreciate how scarce a commodity
bananas were in the former GDR? "A strict vegetarian like you would have
starved within weeks in the GDR," Manfred says. In the former GDR, 1 would
have been regarded as a snob and an elitist, unwilling to accept the People's
diet of meat and animal products. Then Manfred deadpans in perfect English,
"After all, the GDR was no banana republic."

—

A

tense silence hangs in the air, then dissipates as we chuckle together
uneasily. An historical abyss of unshared experiences lies between us. Manfred understands the boy atop the wall, he says. I wait for Manfred to elaborate.
But nothing follows. My stories, 1 suspect, are humorous yet humbling to him.
Bananas: Manfred too ought to have known what they were, ought to have
known to peel them, ought to have had the casual pleasure of eating them too.
And only then do 1 perceive: the decades of dream worlds dividing us in the
1990s, the divergence between my taken-for-granted, variegated consumerist
cornucopia and his stem, black-and-white socialist realism; that infinitude of
difference is signified best not by the dead metaphor of a towering concrete
Wall but by the everyday, delectable, almost comical image of a ripe banana.
Yes, that's it exactly. The Iron Curtain has fallen, only to be replaced by one
far more ironical. What marks our mutual wariness are the Walls of Smugness
and Shame symbolized by the forbidden fruit that once rested in my hands,
so near to his TV screen that he could have tasted it and yet apparently forever
beyond his reach.
And now I can't get my vision of that tune out of my head: Yes, he had no
bananasl Bananas: a metaphor for that imagined paradise of Plenty ^the
Western sitcoms and limousines, the home telephones, the computers, the
rock music, the comic books, the sneakers, the jeans, the books, the plane
flights, the bubble gum, the chocolates, the burgers, the hot dogs, the pizzas,
the waffles, the croissants the Sears cum Snackbar Utopia ^that Manfred,
like that boy on November 11, never knew. Bananas: a universal metaphor for
East Germany past and present a. metaphor for a lifetime of playing second
banana, of being driven bananas by the comparisons, of going bananas in the
race to catch up, of being, yes, the German Banana Republic.
"It was something we didn't talk about when they visited," he says. 'They"
are the few West German cousins of his father's family who every three of four
years would spend a week in Leipzig. Manfred confesses: "We were torn
between being ashamed of hosting them in 'our poor home' and being angry
with ourselves for exaggeratedly feigning gratitude when they gave us 'special
Western' gifts... It was hopeless."
I'm still in the present, as Manfred muses on that unsharable past. 'Yes, we
have no bananas" none yesterday. But what about "today"?\ I want to ask.
Yes! Today! Today! Now Manfred can have them! Bunches and bunches of
them! Ripe and cheap!. .But, again, I say nothing. Now that Manfred can have
them, I realize, they seem not to matter so much to him any more.
As I look back on that conversation with Manfred, it strikes me that these
three news stories represent three East Germanics of the past, present, and
future. The vanished dawn of the boy with the unpeeled banana captures an
eternal moment of prelapsarian innocence or of virtuous ignorance borne of
deprivation. It is East German life before the fall of the Wall, a child's existence
in the controlled, anti-Western, schoolmarmish environment of the former
GDR. The "bananas for votes" psychology of the second scene discloses the
ongoing, insatiable hunger of some East Germeins for western goods. It reflects
the famed East German Nachholbedarf, the "need to make up" for lost time
and opportunities. And, finally, the banana-as-trophy photograph evokes the
thrilling spectacle of a reunified Germany as economic powerhouse. It is a new
image of Germany as the exhausted but elated Olympian, conqueror of eastern

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

European markets. Autocrat of the continental breakfast table. But for
anxious observers, in and outside Germany, that clenched fist provokes darker
visions ^memories of the last time a united Germany hosted the Olympics,
memories of what the victor's cry {"Sieg"\] prefigured. For them, a spectre is
haunting Europe, the spectre of German capitalism ^and perhaps of
Deutschlcmd uher alles. For them, the third scene completes what the second
began: the imperialistic triumph of marks ilber Marx.

—

—

School Daze

A Leipzig first grader with a banana in his lunchbox: the first thing notice
during my initial tour of East German schools in the fall of 1990. The stuff of
I

earlier. "If you want to understand us, go to the schools,"
a retired East German teacher had written me. 'The key to understanding
West Germany since the 1950s, das deutsche Wirtschqftswunder [the German
economic miracle] lies in comprehending their business and industrial development. But the key to understanding the GDR lies in grasping the functioning
of the school system. No area of GDR society more decisively formed the
'socialist citizen' than education. And nowhere will the fall and rise of East
Germany be more sharply and poignantly revealed to you than in the relation

dreams just a year

,

between the school and the state."
She was right. But I learned during my visits to eastern Germany during
1990-1992 that more than the contents of lunchboxes had changed since
November 1989 in East German schools. Long gone, of course, were the busts
of Walter Ulbricht and Erich Honecker, who between them presided over the
S.E.D. (Communist Party) since 1945. Gone too were the literature classes
featuring paeans to intrepid proletarians like young Pavel in How Steel is Made
Hard or the adventures of Bolshevik boy scouts like Timur and his gang. The
new heroes are saints, not socialists. One teacher in Berlin told me that book
collectors were paying top prices for volumes of the Collected Works of Marx
and Engels. Printers who were publishing expensive new editions of bibles and
prayer books valued the old-fashioned cloth bindings, he said, which tended
to be in mint condition since the volumes were never read. His colleague added
that, in Catholic towns, illustrators were buying and "touching up" portraits
that once hung in East German schools depicting glorious scenes of bushybearded Marx laboring among the workers. The small modifications consisted
of refurbishing (or "rehabilitating")

Marx

into St. Joseph, the patron saint of

the worker.
Unfortunately, on the heels of the bananas and bibles have also followed
into the schools a Blitzkrieg of drugs, pornography, dropout cases, discipline
problems, and neo-Nazi graffiti ^none of which had ever been seen in the GDR.
Not to mention the violence, homelessness, and traffic jams outside the
schools. The banana comes with its slippery peel. After the triumph of marks
over Marx money over idealogy, consumer society over the planned economy,
socialism over captialism, das Kapital over Das Kapital come the surcharges.
For capitalist freedom is not just the freedom to consume but to consume to
excess ^and East Germans are learning how difficult it is both to consume
freely and to hold fast to socialist principles and Lutheran values ^how unfixed
and sometimes unfavorable is the exchange rate of Marx for marks.

—

—

—

—

—

10
The

result for East

German

schools has been a mix of jarring oddities and

from communism to consumerism.
While the final report card isn't yet in, this much is clear: East German
schooldays aren't what they used to be. In the Rosa Luxemburg School in
Leipzig, for instance, a neo-Nazi slogan ("Foreigners Out!") defaces the side
wall of the main building, even as a large mural of Marx and Engels, walking
with a dozen bright-eyed socialist children, still greets visitors in the front
hallway. In the Carl Ossietzky School in East Berlin, Lenin in marble miniature
surveys a history class, eyeing with impassive disdain the cassette tapes of
Madonna and 2 Live Crew. In the foyer of the Humboldt University in East
Berlin, several skinheads swagger up the main steps, oblivious to the quotation engraved on the wall, a line from the university's erstwhile prize alumnus:
"Philosophers have heretofore only interpreted the world; the point, however,
is to change it."
In 1989-90, of course. East Germans took Marx's point doubtless further
than he intended ^and rid themselves of Marxism itself ^perhaps taking their
cues from the worldly wisdom expressed in my epigraph by Frau Marx, Karl's
mother, who probably passed away with the binding of her own copy of Das
Kapital in mint condition.
ironies, the legacy of this hectic transition

—

—

Schooling Society and Taming Minds
So the oddities of eastern Germany past and present include the educational
system that indoctrinated millions of banana-less boys and girls to interpret
their deprivation as a beneficent Law of History. Betwixt and between it all is
the never-ending question of German identity. "And now who are we?" the
Manfreds of every generation wondered aloud throughout my conversations
with them. "And who will we become?" For now there is no GDR, indeed not
even an "East Germany" officially—just "eastern" Germany, or "the five new
federal states," as the government terms them. "What's happening to us?" they
perhaps, only a Banana
ask. "Was there in fact a 'revolution' in 1989"
Revolution? Or was it "just a Wende"[turn] the phrase more commonly used

—

^if,

,

to characterize the events of

1989-90?

No one agrees on the answers.

Nevertheless, after interviewing dozens of
educators, students, former students, and parents of students during 199092, I have learned that the deepest roots of GDR society were indeed located
in the institution that modeled the youth of its citizens, and that the most
searching questions about East German identity and the repression of the
political past are in fact to be found there. Education was the GDR ministry
most tightly controlled by the Party, anointed with the sacred task of socializing its children. The regime of fear began in the schools, which served as the
most important mechanism for upholding the German Communist state. As
Marx and Engels wrote in The Communist Manifesto, as if describing GDR
education: "And your education! Is not that also social, and determined by the
social conditions under which [one] educate[s]; by the intervention, direct or
indirect, of society, by means of the schools?" In a society in which 95 percent
of women under 50 worked full-time and practically no extracurricular
activities existed outside of Party sponsorship, it is no exaggeration to say: the
state, via the teachers, reared the children. "Wer die Jugend hat, hat die
Zukunjt," ran the Party slogan. "Who has the youth, has the future." Even after

11
regular school hours, most children under 10 remained in the after-school
Kinderhort [day nursery] until 5 or 6 p.m. From dawn to dusk, schoolchildren
imbibed stories of the heroic Fatherland. Home was the little red schoolhouse.
That era of rosily red socialist realism is, certainly, passed but the past
lives on in the present. For the schools too, after the rout of Marx loom the
question marks: What remains of the GDR educational experiment? What
remains of four decades of socialist education or propaganda? And what
remains of the GDR socialist ethos in the lives of its 17 million citizens? Those
questions also arose pointedly in almost every exchange of mine with East
German faculty and students, who constitute the largest, most articulate,
most severely affected portion of the population. Or as Christa Wolf summed
it up in the title of her controversial recent memoir about life in the GDR, the
question is. Was bleibt? "What's left?"
Not much, it might seem at first glance, especially in education. Rapidly and
inexorably. East German education, like most other institutions in the former
GDR, is being remade in the image and likeness of the West German system.
The little red schoolhouse is being repainted or razed and remodeled completely, as some Ossis [East Germans] angry with the unexpected influx of
"western" social problems into the schools and the "imperialist takeover" by
the Wessis [West Germans] bitterly claim. And yet, other Ossis, outraged that
former Stasi [secret police] agents and Communist Party officials among the

—

—

—

faculty are not being punished severely

enough under West German

law,

dismiss events "after the Wall" as just a new politics of injustice. In their eyes,
it is plus ca change: the GDR schools aren't being repainted, let alone stripped
for a fresh coat-^"ust whitewashed.
Educators, widely regarded throughout Germany as members of the GDR's
"cultural front," were among the most loyal and ideologically orthodox Party
members. The major qualification for teachers of history and German, for
example, was not special knowledge or teaching skills but rather the proper
"class perspective." Today, teachers in particular are suffering the scrutiny
and wrath of East German parents. Much of the anger is a reaction against
the idealized "socialist school," a favorite child of Ulbricht and Honecker, whose
wife Margot ran the education ministry with an iron hand for the last quarter
century of the GDR's life. Originally the most unruly and resistant groups in
the early postwar days of the GDR, university professors, schoolteachers and
students were harshly disciplined by the Party for wayward behavior, until by
the 1960s the GDR was regarded as the most repressive educational system
in East Europe.

Thus did the critque of capitalist education by Marx, Engels, Wilhelm
Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg turn out, ironically, to be nowhere truer than
in the GDR: the schools served as the prime means of social control by a ruling
elite. "Equality for all" was the Party motto: the GDR relentlessly touted its
uniform system of primary and secondary education as a symbol of socialist
equality. The little red schoolhouse inculcated the traditional German values
of order, cleanliness, and punctuality. But behind the scrubbed schoolhouse
front door lurked a faceless, hulking, centralized bureaucracy. Mired in
inefficiency and incompetence, it formed teacher and student outlooks combining cultural provincialism with dependence on the state, craveness to
authority, and self-forgetfulness. 'The Party, the Party /The Party is always
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right," went the old song. GDR education instilled a preference for groupthink
rather than a love of learning, devoted itself not to enlightenment but to social

control.

Indeed, what Liebknecht declared of German schools in 1872 under Bismarckian imperialism was fully applicable to GDR schools a century later:
GDR pupils were "not free men, only obedient subjects; not men of character,
only servants and slaves." The socialist Fatherland was a martinet and
disciplinarian, his child-citizens docile and compliaint. After Gorbachev introduced perestroika into the U.S.S.R. in 1985, the GDR and its schools stood
out as antiquated Stalinist models of idealogical rigidity whose Prussian
rigidity astounded even Soviet hard-liners.
To tame minds as it trained minds: the little red schoolhouse did its

homework well.
Schoolrooms without the Wall
"After the Wall." The usage recurs often in discussions about Germany, and
the phrase (and, alas! not the more resonant "After the Banana Revolution")
be current for a long time to come. For neither Germany's transition
from communism to capitalism nor East Germans' embattled striving to cope
with four decades of socialism are near completion.
A visitor to the schools today can witness immediately all the major issues
in East German life "after the Wall": the special problem of German identity,
the tensions between Wessis and Ossis, the idea of utopia, the dim though
flickering flame of German socialism, the haunting if still repressed ghost of
Nazism, the lengthening shadow of the Holocaust, the resurgent neo-Nazi
movement, and the uneasy prospect of a German-dominated Common Market.
"Drugs, pom, violence and homelessness ^that's what's coming, mark my
words," one schoolteacher in Weimar warned me. But that admonition, 1
believe, is no more likely to be eastern Germany's future than a steady diet of
bananas. The eastern passage to capitalism will be neither so simple nor so
thoroughgoing as a two-panel cartoon from 1990 implied, which contrasted
the forbidding figure of portly, bearded Marx as radical agitator with the
smiling visage of slimmed-down, clean-shaven, three-piece-suited Karl as
networking entrepreneur.
East Germany's little (red) schoolhouse: What will it ^and what will the next
German generation become? The Hitler Youth of the 1990s? Or good neighbors devoted to building a new, cooperative, peace-loving Europe in the
twenty-first century? In 1993 those questions are writ large on Germany's
national blackboard. If history is any guide, the answers possess significance
not just for Germany but for Europe and for the world.
is likely to

—

—

—

o o o o
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WILLIAM STAFFORD

Both of You
Come

along, feet; we're going to find

a path

we'll all like,

somewhere downhill.

Remember that time when you took me
all the way up on Black Butte? I'll never
forget.

You,

and limped

stepped hard on a rock
way home. No, I'm not
all did our best.

Lefty,
all

complaining.

the

We

—

But now ^no more loafing:
step on it, both of you. We're partners,
you know. Have a shoe each. It's on me
as usual, so don't worry about

You

first. Lefty.

Come

on.

it.
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JOHN WHEATCROFT

Hannah
My little palindrome,
silence is

your home.

The words you draw and see in air
are no more quick to die,
come neairer to what they signify
than those we voice and hear.
Not one with less
than fingers that speak
for you, eyes you read
the world with,
1 love your immaculate lips,
your virgin throat and, dare
1 say it? those ornaments of flesh,
your perfectly sculpted ears.

Dear child of my dear child,
whenever I'm driven wild
knowing you'll never heeir
the music the love that contrives
this

poem

is

trying for,

myself your inner ear
is tuned to those still sweeter, far
far sweeter melodies of silence.
Would the Emperor of Breath
and Breathlessness deny him entrance
to the music of the spheres
had Beethoven been bom deaf?
1

tell
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A Story by
JOHN J. McCANN

The Face

in the Corbels

eased the Porsche past the gates and down the drive. In the distance, to
Hugh
was one of
where the cornfields once were, sat the new gym.
his
those modern characterless structures he couldn't abide —dull and humorleft

It

he thought them, the kind of building that could just as easily fit
anywhere, or for that matter, nowhere. It had been hard work in the fields, he
remembered, harvesting the ears of com by hand, lifting heavy bushel baskets
up onto the bed of the pick-up truck, pollen dust everywhere, itching the eyes,
the nose. And yet he had loved being there with the others in the early morning
hours when the fall air felt sharp against his face and the geese were passing
high overhead, when Brother Matthew would tell them that to work was to
pray. "Laborare est orare," he would say with his small, quick smile and the
thick Irish accent they had soon leeimed to imitate. He had come from County
Wicklow, a big man, and strong, with his own way of doing things. A bit of a
loner, some said, and yet he was the one everyone turned to whenever there
was something to be done no one else wanted to do, when the other priests
and brothers would say, "Let Matthew do it. He won't mind."
The car circled past the statue of the Virgin toward where Father O'Hara
stood waiting at the main entrance. Behind the priest lay the door Hugh had
first walked through some thirty years before, above it the small room where
he had slept and studied for four years. Had it really been only four years?
Once it seemed forever, as if he had never known anything else than robing
in the pre-dawn chill, moving in silence along the narrow corridors to Chapel,
to class, to dining hall, back to Chapel. 'The center of your life," Father O'Hara
had called it. 'Yes, your studies are important, but don't forget why you're
here, that someday you'll be priests of God." And it was here in the Chapel
with its hand-carved wooden altar and choir stalls, the single red sanctuary
light flickering through the night that Hugh had learned to pray the Mass in
Latin, sing vespers and compline, meditate; here that for two hours late one
cold February night he had kept vigil over the candlelit casket of old Brother
Gregory. Had he really wanted to be a priest back then, or was it something
else, something he had only begun to suspect years later, something to do
with starting his life over and getting it right? But then why would a boy that
young need to start over? And why would he be coming back now as a grown
man? Was it the same need for renewal, a longing to begin again one more
time? Was that what he had been trying to tell Father O'Hara on the phone?
'You'll be coming out on Saturday then?" His former spiritual director had
asked for the third time.
'Yes, Father. About 1:00 if that's convenient with you."
"Perfectly." The voice on the phone was recognizable yet different from what
he remembered, almost hollow-sounding. "Of course, the boys won't be here.
less,
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There aren't any classes on Saturdays now that's it's no longer a seminary."
The voice paused, and Hugh wondered how far back the old priest's thoughts
were taking him. "But the team'U be in the gym practicing for the big game
tonight."

but mostly I'd just like to talk with you. It seems my life
.What I mean to say is, there are things 1..."
'Yes, to be sure. 1 understand. We're always happy to see you boys come
back and visit, especially someone like you we're so proud of."
'That's very kind of you."
"Not at all. Not at all. But wait till you see all the improvements. This new
director, Father Allen, the one that took my place, really knows what he's
"Fine, Father,

recently.

.

doing."
"1 don't

seem

to

remember him."

"He wasn't here back then. Father's a lot younger, of course. But then we
need new men for new times, don't we?" The old priest coughed. Was it the
cigarettes? "No getting anything past this one, though. He's turning the old
sem into one of the finest prep schools in the state."
"I'm glad to hear things are going so well."
"It's the basketball program. Father Allen was right all along. All it took was
a new gym, a couple of winning seasons, and we've brought the enrollment
almost up to capacity. There's even been a few endowments, and now a new
program, 'Alumni Expression,' he calls it."

a parking space in front of the huge
north and south wings framing the
courtyard at both comers like the two ends of the letter "E". He thought of the
story the priests used to tell of how the building, with its neo-Gothic belltower,
was originally designed to face east where the new highway was supposed to
go; how instead the road had been built behind the building, the courtyard
hastily redrafted into service as the main entrance. Somehow, in a vague
formless way Hugh had not yet thought through, the story seemed in retrospect an omen of sorts, not only for the seminary which had since been turned
into a prep school, but of his own life, of roads taken and roads not taken.
"Hugh McGriff, so it's really you?" Father O'Hara called out as Hugh stepped
from the car. "Welcome back to Holy Spirit!"
'Thank you. Father. It's good to be back." Hugh had no trouble recognizing
his former spiritual director as the priest came forward to greet him. There
was the same impatient, jerky gait, the thin eager body bent forward in
anticipation, but the once dark hair was gray, and at the right ear, foreign and
cumbersome-looking, burrowed the flesh-tone plastic casement of a hearing
aid. "And how are you, Father?"
"As good as a man bom in the country." The priest shook Hugh's hand.
"There's this contraption in my ear, and I'm not quite as fast as I used to be,
but all in all, that's not too bad for a man my age, now is it?"
He smiled, and Hugh saw the almost too perfect line of teeth.
"But you, my boy, you look fit as a fiddle. We might even put you back in
uniform. The team sure could use you tonight."
'That's kind of you. Father, but I'm afraid my basketball days are long gone."

maneuvered the car into
Hugh
three-story graystone building,

its
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"Well, at least

"Maybe next

game and cheer the team on."
promised some people I'd be back in town for dinner."
going to be some game. We're playing our old arch-rival,

you can stay

time.

"That's too bad.

I

It's

for the

St. Francis."

"Like

I

told

you on the phone,

are things..."
'Yes, of course.

I

really just

want

to sit

and

talk a bit. There

understand. It's a good idea for all of us to retrace our steps
once in a while." The priest reached up and put his arm around Hugh's
shoulder. "Why don't we talk over lunch. Later we can take a walk if you want,
I'll show you the new gym, and then you can meet Father Allen."
I

was a room Hugh knew well enough, the elegant smaller dining roomi
reserved for priests and their guests. As a student he had often taken his
turn as one of the servers, entering its hallowed intimacy with all the reverence
due its thick felt drapes and plush carpet, Irish linen tablecloths and fine bone
china. Later at night he would lie awake in bed thinking of the Waterford crystal
splendid with red wine, the silver coffee pots steaming on the sideboard, smoke
from Havana cigars hanging heavy over conversation he was only just beginIt

ning to understand.
"More brandy, Hugh?" the priest offered. The waitress, an elderly Irish
woman with a limp, had begun clearing away the dessert dishes.
"No, thank you. Father. One's my limit at lunch."

"How was

the steak?"
"Everything was just fine," Hugh said, but he had thought the meat
overcooked, the vegetables bland.
The conversation had come easily enough throughout the meal. There were
the usual questions about Hugh's family and career, questions of his own
about the priests who had once been his teachers. Mostly, he learned, they
had been transferred; some were dead.
"And what about Father Desmond?"
It was Father Desmond who had chosen him to direct the school play;
"Hugh's sense of the dramatic," he could still hear his former English teacher
explaining to the others. They had decided on Irwin Shaw's Bury the Dead,
because all the characters could be men, and no one would have to play a
woman like the year before in Gilbert and Sullivan's The Mikado.
"Father Desmond's not Father Desmond anymore." The old priest wrinkled
his forehead. "Seems he went off and got himself married, would you believe
it! One of his students at Duquesne, I heard."
It was that night, as Hugh watched the play from the rear of the theater,
saw the magic of each gesture, each inflection building to the single climactic
image of a man slumped forward over a silent machine gun, that he knew he
would not be a priest. Soon after came the decision to go to New York, to leave
the seminary at the end of the school year and become a playwright, there in

the great city to the North.
"And when did this happen?"
"About eight years ago, if my
students!"

Hugh asked the priest.
memory serves me right.

Imagine, one of his

—
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But there had been no great

city to the North, only the occasional trip to

New York with its shops and hotels,
all

theaters cind restaurants,

its

strangers of

sorts endlessly meeting, endlessly taking leave of each other. There

had

been the Plaza and St. Moritz with women whose names he no longer
remembered, dinners at Lutece and La Grenouille, invitation-only showings
at Andy Warhol's, but there had been no golden city to the North, no marquee
bearing his name or the name of one of his plays. He had become instead ^Emd
at that moment he could explaiin neither why nor how a Philadelphia lawyer,
"the eminently successful trial lawyer," the Inquirer had cadled him just that
week. The courtroom was his theater, only in the courtroom he felt more actor
than playwright.
'Where's Desmond now?"
"No one seems to know. Can you imagine, getting married after all those
years! I wouldn't know what to do with a wife; some sorry husband I'd be!"
Father O'Hara paused, taking a long last draught from his cigarette. "But times
change, don't they? It's just that I'm not so sure they always change for the

—

better."

Had Father O'Hara always smoked so much, Hugh tried to remember as he
watched the priest douse his cigarette onto the saucer. It lay there, smoldering
and obscene, the thin white paper turning mocha in the spilt coffee, the cork
tip firm and resistant like the casing of a small caliber bullet.
"And Brother Matthew?" Hugh asked. "Where's he?"
know what happened."
'What do you mean?"
"Seems after we closed down the sem and did away with the farm ^no need
for it really without the boys living here ^he went downhill fast. The only thing
left for him was cutting grass, trimming hedges, that sort of thing. The preppies
don't do manual labor, so he didn't get to know the new boys."
"Dead, I'm afraid. Don't quite

—

—

'That's too bad."
"I don't think he was happy with the changes. Never once went into the new
gym. Spent more and more time in Chapel, that is, when he wasn't down in
the east woods by the tracks taking food to the hoboes. But there wasn't even
much of the woods left, what with the new highway going through. An3rway,
old Matt just seemed to waste away. Little bit of a man when he died!"
Hugh looked up into the priest's face, the eyes more subdued than he had
remembered them, broken blood vessels zigzagging across the bridge of his
nose. On the underside of the chin a clump of stiff gray hairs had escaped that

morning's razor.

suppose you're wondering why I'm here, why after all these years..."
"No, not at all. We're always happy to have our former students come back
and visit with us, especially when they've done as well for themselves as you
"I

have."

good as they might seem." Hugh
been a divorce."
'There's
man's
eyes.
paused, studied the older
the way the world is today
but
given
truly
I
am,
'Yes, heard, and I'm sorry,
"I'm afraid. Father, things aren't quite as

I

that's not all that out of the ordinary,
"It's

more than

"Oh?"

that, I'm afraid."

now

is it?"
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"Nothing I can put my finger on exactly, just a feeling that I'm missing out
on something, that life..."
"Not to worry, Hugh. We all get a few thoughts like that when we hit your
age."
"I was hoping..."
The priest was no longer

listening, the

the lines from his face.
'That was some hook shot you

game your

sweet smile of recollection erasing

made back

then, remember, the St. Alban's

last year."

"A lucky shot. Father."
"Oh, listen to the man!" The old priest was sipping his brandy. "It was only
one of the most exciting games I've ever seen. 1 can remember it like it was
yesterday."

/T^e path to the new gym led past the courts where Hugh first learned to play

X tennis, the line of conifers and hedgerow Matthew had taught him to prune
where on rainy days he had smoked illicit
Aquinas and Duns Scotus,
Bonaventure and Augustine, whether Hebrew would be harder than Greek,
and if non-Catholics could go to heaven. Most of all they talked about their
vocations, who among them would someday be ordained. "Many are called,"
they had been forewarned, "but few are chosen." Who would be the "chosen?"
Who from their class of thirty- four would feel the bishop's hand on his head,
would hear the sacred words over his prostrate body? 'Thou are a priest
in the spring, the stone gazebo

cigarettes with fellow seminarians talking of

forever, according to the order of Melchizedek."

"We call it Cathcart Hall," Father O'Hara said pointing to the dedication
plaque above the door of the gym. Hugh was certain they had named the
building after E. Dunstan Cathcart, a former classmate reported to have done
exceedingly well in real estate. Was this then one of those endowments Father
O'Hara had talked about, and were they expecting something like this from
him? But then why shouldn't they? After all, at least on the financial level,
hadn't life been good to him?
The gym seemed so much larger than the old gym in the north wing of
Grays tone, more like the giant athletic centers Hugh had visited in the Midwest
the year he was looking for a school for his daughter. And yet there was the
familiar smell of sweat and liniment oil, the clean cutting odor of Ben Gay, the
sense of expectancy that came from young muscular bodies extending themselves, filling the large cavern with the energy of their commitment.
The team was practicing at the far end of the court. They wore blue sweat
suits with Holy Spirit in gold lettering across the front. It was a passing drill,
and the ball bounced against the hardwood floor with the precision of a
metronome. High in the rafters above the stands hung the four banners of
their championship seasons.
"Mr. Sweeney," Father O'Hara called out to the coach. "There's someone I'd
like

you

to meet."

Sweeney, a young man not more than thirty, noteboard in hand, whistle
dangling from his neck, walked toward the priest.
'Yes, Father."
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team back in the fifties.
shot
this
boy
had."
You should've seen the hook
Hugh winced on hearing himself called a boy in front of the younger man.
"Is that so?" The coach reached out to shake Hugh's hand. It was a firm
handshake, the smile genuine, yet for Hugh there was no mistaking the polite
reluctance of a man interrupted in his work.
'The St. Alban's game. 1958. 1 told you about it. Remember? We were into
overtime, only eight seconds left on the clock, and this one,"—The priest took
hold of Hugh's forearm ^"this one takes a hook shot from twenty feet out. You
could've cut the silence. In it went; didn't even touch the rim."
"Games like that are hard to forget, aren't they. Father?" The coach was
"This is

Hugh

McGriff. Played for the old seminary

—

inching toward his players.
They had played an away game at St. Alban's, the stands filled with enemy
fans yelling and stamping their feet. Hugh had never taken the hook shot in
a game before. For that matter he wasn't even one of the starting players, but
Kevin O'Leary had twisted his ankle and Tim Ring fouled out with three
minutes to go. And so there it was, the high arching shot, the explosion of
victory, jubilant teammates carrying him off on their shoulders. As the players
headed for the locker room, one of the St. Alban fans, a skinny runt of a boy
with a withered right arm, had taunted, "Lucky shot, and you know it," the
venom reaching out to Hugh from somewhere far beyond the school's rivalry.
"I thought it would be good for the team to meet Hugh." Father O'Hara was
looking past the coach to the rafters and the four championship banners. "Sort
of inspirational, if you know what I mean. Incentive for the big game tonight."
Coach Sweeney whistled for his players. They came quickly, forming a
semi-circle around the priest as he retold the story. How much taller they all
seemed, Hugh thought, than when he played! They stood in respectful silence,
legs spread, hands on hips, caught in the rituals of their elders.
Hugh felt awkward. Why was Father O'Hara taking so long to retell the story?
Couldn't he see the players were eager to get back to practice? But then, wasn't
he just as guilty, standing by and lending himself to an exercise in nostalgia
over a game no one remembered. Hugh smiled to himself. Was he too slipping
into the vagaries of old age? What would be the next step? Would he turn into
one of those men with nervous twitches and thick glasses, the kind boys mock
and little girls hide from? Hugh tried to remember if as a boy he had made fun
of the old, the strange. He had a feeling things had a way of catching up with

a man.

64T_yas Father been showing you around?" Father Allen reached across the
XTdesk to shake Hugh's hand. It was a firm handshake, but unlingering.
Hugh was surprised at how youthful the new director looked, and he
wondered how the older priests felt about having such a young superior.
'Yes, Father. It was good to see the place. It brought back a lot of memories."
They were sitting in the room that had once been Father O'Hara's office,
only then its sole furniture was a heavy wooden desk and two straight-back
chairs, the walls bare save for the crucifix with its mournful face. There had
been no charts or graphs, no flashing intercom or word processor, no Joan
Miro reproduction above the stereo along the far wall.
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"Did you see the

new gym?"

quite impressive. I even got to meet Mr. Sweeney and the team."
"Good! They're fine boys." Father Allen leaned back in his chair. "I suppose
you've noticed quite a few changes since your day?"
'Yes,

it's

"Well, yes. It's different, of course, no longer being a seminary, and I do miss
the cornfields, the animals."
"Ah, the farm! It's sad, isn't it? But there really was no point to it anymore."
"I

see."

liked to keep some of the old things myself, but we've got to
think what's best for Holy Spirit. The competition for students is getting keener
every year."
"I'm sure you're doing the right thing, Father. It's just that after all these
."
years of remembering how it was.
"Change is hard on all of us, isn't it?" Father O'Hara blew a neair-perfect
circle of smoke out over the thick maroon carpet. 'Then again, maybe the
French are right. What is it they say? 'Plus ga change, plus ga reste le meme.'"
"Perhaps so. Father, perhaps so!" Allen said, reaching back to turn on the
air freshener behind him. Father O'Hara was smiling as he watched the circle
fade then disappear. Was it at the smoke ring, or was he pleased with himself
for remembering the French?
"1 think you might like to know,"
^Here Father Allen wrinkled his brow, the
a
return
to the more serious business at
appropriate look for signaling
scholarship
fund for worthy boys whose
hand ^"that we have established a
families can't afford the tuition."
'That sounds like a fine idea. Father, the kind of program 1 could be
"I

would have

.

—

—

would give me a chance to show my gratitude."
hear you feel that way."
'You can't image what Holy Spirit had meant to me all these years, how
often I've thought back to my time here, especially when things got a little
rough and I didn't know if... Let's just say there are things I learned here I'll
interested
"I'm

in. It

happy

to

never forget."
'Yes?"
"Like the story Brother
of the Last Supper."

Matthew used to tell about Da Vinci and his painting

"I don't think I know that one." Father Allen sank deeper into his chair,
ready, it seemed, for a story from the past no matter how long it might take.
"It seems Da Vinci picked a young seminarian as the model for the Christ
because the seminarian looked so innocent, so pure. Then when it came time
to paint Judas, the painter searched all over, in the very worst sections of the
city, in the cafes and bordellos, till he found the vilest man he had ever seen."
"It's coming back to me now." Father O'Hara was looking for an ashtray.

"Sounds like something old Matt would tell."
"I can still see Brother's face as he got ready to reveal the conclusion of the
story, how in the end it turned out to be the same man, that he had left the
seminary, had lost his faith. I remember how frightened we all were thinking
that some day that could be any one of us, that we could become like the man
in the story." Hugh saw the look of polite patience in the young priest's face.
"Anyway, I think of that story a lot."
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—

'Yes, stories like that really stick with us, don't they? But," And here Father
Allen's voice turned decidely cheerful ^"life seems to have been good to you.
You look the picture of health for a man your age."

—

A man your age. There it was, the second time that day, a phrase Hugh had
used often enough to describe others, only now it was being said of him. Yes,
he thought, as he looked into the priest's eyes, eyes too steady to believe they
would ever grow old themselves, yes, life does have a way of catching up with
you.
"I've done well enough, I suppose, managed to provide for my family, have
a good career, that sort of thing. But now with the children grown, the practice
on track, there seem to be other needs, interior things, I'm not sure yet what

to call

it."

we can't deny the spiritual, can we? 'What does it profit a man...'"
Father Allen smiled, hands outstretched, palms upward.
"Something like that."
"There comes a time for all of us when we need to face these questions. But
as you and 1 both know, that's becoming especially hard in the modem world.
Things aren't quite as stable as they used to be, are they? The old certitudes
are gone. And then again," ^He paused, turned to the Miro ^"maybe it's just
as well. Many of the old ways had become hollow and meaningless, empty
'Yes,

—

—

ritual."

'Yes, 1 understand." Hugh stood up. He needed to see the Chapel, to know
that it at least had not changed. "1 don't want to take up any more of your..."
"Not at all, the pleasure's mine. Father O'Hara has told me so much about
you I feel I know you."
"Why don't you send my office the information on the scholarship fund? It's
a fine idea, and I'll give it my full support."

'Thank you, Hugh, if I may call you that." The priest offered his hand. "I do
hope we can count on your coming back to visit with us more often in the
future. Did Father invite you to the game tonight? Wonderful team we have
this year!"

was he
hesitated, hand against the Chapel door, wondering what
Hugh
expected to find, what there could be to "find" in a place whose every
it

hidden comer he had explored as a boy, whose every sound and smell he could
describe as if he had never left some thirty years before. He pushed open the
door, felt the faint rush of incense against his face, and stepped inside. It was,
it seemed at first, as he left it, the choir stalls facing each other across the
length of the center aisle, the flicker of the red sanctuary light dancing along
the white-washed wall, the smell of polished wood and candle wax. He closed
his eyes, and in the late afternoon silence heard the shuffling of seminarians
filing into the stalls, the ringing of bells, voices rising up as one to sing the
great masses of Gregory and Palestrina. "Pax vobiscwn" the priest would
intone from the high altar. "Et cum spiritu tuo," Hugh had answered along with
the others. And the peace of the Lord was with them back then, Hugh was
sure of it, and he wanted it to be that way again.
But there was something different about the Chapel, something clashing,
Hugh sensed as he looked to the sanctuary. There, rising up from the chancel
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free-standing in front of the original wooden altar, was the unadorned
rite, the Church of Vatican 11. It looked alien and ill at
ease as if the table itself were aware how much it destroyed the symmetry of
the apse. Hugh turned away, wondering to what degree his disapproval
stemmed from the way the marble altar violated the original intent of the
sanctuary designed to direct the view inward and upward to the splendor of
the high altar set back against its reredos and how much was due to his own
unwillingness to accept change.
Hugh stepped into the choir stalls, choosing the same seat as the night he
kept vigil over Brother Gregory. He thought of taking one of the places in the
rear reserved for the priests and brothers, but even now, a grown man, the
Chapel empty, he could not. In his memory he saw the priests who once sat
there: Father Corbin constantly fingering his biretta. Father Delaney almost
too big for the narrow seat. Father Godwin, tissues in hand, ready for his early
morning sniffles. He could see now how young they all were, at the very
beginning of their priestly careers, but back then he had thought them older,
holy and wise as they prayed from their breviaries, brillant men who spoke
Latin and Greek and explained geometry. They had been like gods to him these
floor,

marble table of the new

—

—

young men from a different race, and all his life they stayed with him, watching
him, and he had known even back then, even before he knew why, that he
could never be like them.
Had he expected too much in coming back? Had he made more of his return
than it really was, given it a significance beyond all reason? He had no right
to feel betrayed, he told himself, to blame the old priest for not understanding
why he had come when he couldn't explain it himself, no right to judge a
once-favorite teacher for finding comfort in a woman or a seminary that could
no longer afford to be a seminary. And yet a part of him cried out for more,
that the men of his youth be loyal to their calling, to his memory of them.
Weren't they priests of God, stamped with an indelible mark, "...according to
the order of Melchizedek?" Wasn't it their duty to be there still, they with their
power to forgive sins, to comfort the sick and troubled, to lay the old to rest in
the certainty that a new and better life awaited them? And if that were true
no longer, it had been true then, he was sure of it. Men had been like that
once. Men could be unlike other men.
Matthew had been like that coming toward him across the field in his boots
and overalls, his step firm yet unhurried, smiling at the work they would do
together that day. Nor had it mattered to either one of them whether they
collected eggs from the chickens, planted com or put on rubber aprons to
slaughter a pig; it was all good, simple yet holy work, "God's work," Matthew
called it, "our way of praying together." Yes, there once was Matthew, and he
had ploughed these fields, walked these woods, prayed in this Chapel, and if
others had changed, he had not and never would.
Hugh rose to leave. It was getting late, and he didn't want to keep Father
O'Hara waiting. He looked up one last time at the stained glass windows above
the stalls, the familiar images of the saints and martyrs whose stories had
once ignited his youthful imagination: Peter Claver looking gaunt yet heroic
in his long black robe, Ignatius of Loyola holding up the cross for others to
follow, most of all the gentle one from Assist, loving of small weak things, of
birds

and

flowers.

—
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But then just as Hugh turned

to leave, there at the base of the windows, on
corbels
supporting
the cornices and arches, he saw the face
stone
each of the
How
often
as
a
boy
had he studied that face, he suddenly
looking down at him.
near-smile,
the
unwordly
perfection of its lines, a face unlike
remembered, the
seen.
In
a
sense
it
was
not just one face but all faces,
any other he had ever
the face of spirit made stone, and he thought of the endless hours it had
haunted him as a young seminarian, how day after day he had examined its
features, seeking out its mystery, searching its meaning. And whose face was
sl saint, an angel? Had he ever known, ever even asked one of the
it anyway
priests? He could not remember. And if, of all things, he could have forgotten
the face in the corbels, if his memory had failed him there, what else had he
forgotten; how certain could he be of all the rest?

rr^e air seemed colder now, the sky an unyielding steel gray as Hugh stepped

X

into the courtyard. Father O'Hara was waiting by the car. The priest looked
older in the late afternoon light, his shoulders hunched, his arms crossed over
his chest. Was he shivering, trying to keep warm? Hugh wanted to put his
arms airound him, to protect him from the chill, from the coming night, but he

knew he would

not.

There had been so much Hugh had wanted to tell the old priest: the broken
marriages, the estranged daughter he had not seen in over five years, the
woman who just left him because, she said, he didn't know how to give, or was
it receive, he couldn't remember. He had pictured the two of them sitting in
the quiet of Father O'Hara's room, the conversation turning slowly but
inexorably toward the spiritual, probing, clarifying why he had come, yielding
up the reason for the vague uneasiness he carried within him, but he knew
now it was not to be, not today, not ever.
"On second thought," Hugh said as he drew near the priest, "maybe I will
stay for the game. You never know, it might be good for the team having one
of the old-timers like me watching them play."

The

drew back his shoulders.
someone they can look up to, someone they could

old priest smiled,

'Yes,

imitate."

o o o o
CHRIS ADAMS

The Garden
As

I

stand out by the garden

in the cooler evenings
with the tidals of insects

flowing by my ears,
and the scent of Magnolia
light enough to peel from the
an edge to me erodes,

had denied a river
if
and now bathe in it.
as

I

air,
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LOUIS DANIEL BRODSKY

Second Comings
For Jeny Call
the Eve of the Christ child's biriih.
morning booth,
1 ruminate over the two thousand years.
Give or take a few or a multitude.
That have elapsed since that earthly epiphany occurred;
I'm mesmerized by the irony that blurs insight.
Turns vision into an out-of-true wheel
Wobbling at high speed down am implausible highway
Leading circuitously through desert dunes
To the ancient city of Jerusalem,
Where its citizens, Palestinian gentiles and Jews,
Have gathered to witness an agonized body,
Nciiled at ankles and wrists to a makeshift cruciflx,
Transfiguring physical pain into divine wisdom:

Tonight

From

The

is

this early

coffee

1

sip glistens iridescently

Like ichor dripping from the lips of gods and goddesses
Meant to imbue me with the rites of a pagan eucharist
Altogether fitting for a renegade humanist
Who has no home to go to at twilight
When the Christian world will celebrate
His mystic apotheosis.

vaguely sanguine taste,
as if plunging from a cloud
Fifty miles high in the sky.
Then slowly begin to see, believe.
That I and all who cherish this Christmas myth
Are the Messiah, come again
To praise His earthly works and pray for Peace.
I

savor

its

Grow vertiginous
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PETER DESY

Alzheimer's
She slept all day
and wandered in the
Twice at 4 am
she stood by my bed
and touched me

night.

with her wispy hand.
Oh my God. Then
she put her hand,
barely,

on

my foot.

Good night
turned off
she
and
I
closed
the door,
and
light
the
head
in
my
closed
and one
You

look nice.

said,

against our past. 1 imagined
the faint blinking lights
fading in her brain.
When 1 got up to check

on her, she was rubbing
her tissuey hands
on her skinny thighs
as if to hone them so
she could read the air
or find lost Hail

Maiys

she supplicated with
in the early stages of disease.

My

mind,

for hours,

my

mind, she'd say
kneading and wearing

out the bright holy cards
announcing her husband's death
and her sister's.
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A Story by
PETER SLATER

Truth
have not become accustomed to this area. It was hard to move from a large
in the country to this council flat in the inner city; but when my wife
died, I discovered that her gambling debts were rather greater than I had
imagined. In her will, she wrote, / leave everything to my dear husband. She
owed seventy thousand pounds. So that was that.
I am under siege. Glance around the room. Look at these books, those prints
on the walls. They are all utterly meaningless to the people around here. Does
that woman downstairs know who Rilke was? Who Goethe? Heine? 1 have a
rare print by Kathy Kollwitz 'So what?' 1 can hear the neighbours saying. So
what? But here, in my small domain, Mahler, Strauss, Tolstoy, Schopenhauer
are respected. 1 loathe those who have never heard of them and give not a
damn about their ignorance. City savages. They need only cheap food, beer,
bingo cind television. An advanced monkey would find he had much in
common. The analogy is accurate. My window overlooks the children's playground, and I see them crawling through tires, climbing up frames, swinging
on ropes. Their chatter and laughter comes up to me: the sound of the jungle.

I house

—

my window and

play Bach sonatas. How 1 hate the cries of these
parrot screeches, gabbling and inane laughter. 1 am filled with
utter despair when I hear them. Supposing all humanity were to become as
mindless as the majority? And it seems to be happening.
1
have few friends left. They have all died or dissolved back into the
strangeness from which they emerged when 1 first knew them. Hans Peterson
still writes me from his "peasant's hut" in the Black Forest. When he retired
as first flute ^from the orchestra where once 1 was principal cello ^he did not
have a wife who burnt all his money. He disappeared with his catamite and
satisfactory amount of savings into the heart of rural Germany. Each night,
his youth reads him Schiller by the light of an oil-lamp, and they spend the
days looking for mushrooms, fishing, playing cribbage and discussing Art and
Literature. Eveiytime 1 receive a letter from Hansie, I renew my curses on the
head of my wife. But he deliberately teases me with his detailed acounts of his
1

close

children!

—

^their

—

otium

cum

last!

^as

—

1 have found happiness at last," he tells me. At
were something that had always eluded him hitherto.
Hansie was always happy, in the same way that cellists and viola players tend
towards melancholia. Does he expect me to be happy because he is happy?
He has the kind of conceit that would make that a perfect possibility. His letters
make me horribly depressed, reminding me of my failure. 'Take in pupils, write
a few articles for the music press... You can rebuild your life," he tells me.

—

dignitate. "Stefan,

though

it

The streets are grey, the air foul, the traffic noisy and the
hate people. 'You are so lucky!" writes Hansie, patronisingly.
"Every night you have the choice of two opera houses, four orchestras,
1

hate this

people... ach!

city.
I
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countless chamber music recitals..." I don't go to concerts. Why should I pay
hear some Jew's interpretation of Mahler, when I have all Karajan's
recordings with the Philhcirmonic? And does Hansie readly expect me to go to
Covent Garden to witness the latest crackpot version of Ariadne auf Naxos
with the cast whizzing across the stage in space machines? He knows nothing
He fancies an ideal which has nothing to do with reality. 1 constantly upbraid
him, so that he must think I have become a tetchy, crochety old man. We are
such opposites, we never should have become friends in the first place. We
were two German exiles in the same London orchestra ^although his reason
for exile was veiy different from mine.
I live under constant threat from the dark forces all around. This threat is
not merely in my imagination. Lately, 1 have been receiving unpleasant
packages through the letter-box. The first time, it was the leg of a cat, stinking
and seething with maggots. Then came a used contraceptive, animal feces, the
contents of an ash-tray. There have also been notes: 'You are a slippery white
barstard (sic), the sooner you get out of here and leave your place to the
children of Jamaica, the better it will be for you and all of us. If you feel pain
in you bones it because we doing voodoo magic on you." Naturally 1 have
informed the police. They say they can do nothing.
It comes as no surprise to me that 1 am harrassed by negroes. However, 1
have also become the target for threats from a gang of white youths with
close-cropped hair, who wear walking boots, trousers that are too small for
them and Union Jack tee-shirts. One or two of them have swastikas tattooed
on their arms. The Nazis were not really so very terrible. They get a bad press
here in England, and my heart bleeds to read the lies that are put about by
their enemies, Communists and the like. 'The intellectual and artistic world
was revolted by the rise of fascism," 1 read in a supposedly right-wing
newspaper the other day. What rot! A handful of Jews and Socialists scuttled
away when they saw that their game was up, and that was that.
to

—

Berlin

in the Thirties

—

was

artistically vibrant.

Those concerts under

Fiirt-

world will not hear their like again. And one time, one time,
I saw the great Richard Strauss himself. But I digress. I am a foolish old man.
These white boys who stop me in the street, they are not the children of Hitler,
but the weak offspring of the Welfare State. They ask me for money so that
they might protect me from the "Black Menace." And it is true that since 1 have
started paying them, the stream of objectionable goods through my doors has
dried up. But these children are petty criminals, not the protectors of racial
purity, as they constantly claim in their imprecise language. 'You're in danger.
Pal," they say. "But we can help you for a consideration." They are never
satisfied with less than ten pounds. Of course, I am not a fool. I am perfectly
aware that these offences through my door are in likelihood committed by
these white kids. The wretched products of liberality. warn. I warned. No one
listens. As I grow older, I find that my tolerance diminishes. One cannot put
up with fools forever. I recall that comic sketch of Custer's Last Stand where,
with all his soldiers lying dead about him, Custer is approached by an Indian
disguised in military uniform. The Indian is pressing, "Negotiate with them.
General." Negotiate! Debate! Appease! Be reasonable! When will people realize

wangler

^the

I
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some people with whom it is impossible to reason? No argument
sway them one way or another, because they refuse to accept facts. They
see no evil, hear no evil. Present them with a picture of a mother being
murdered in front of her children and they will nod sagely and say, "Ah, the
murderer must have had an unhappy childhood. Give him toys to play with
and let's see if he will reform."
that there are

will

was taking my breakfast of coffee,

toast, butter and marmalade, when a bird
on the window-ledge. It was a budgerigar, poor thing, outside on
this cold day. 1 took pity and opened the window, hoping to coax it into the
room; but it became afraid and flew off instantly. 1 broke off a piece of toast
and placed it on the window-ledge. But the little bird did not return. A pity. I
remember, in '63, on tour with the orchestra in Australia, we came upon a
flock of budgerigars out in the bush. They flew over our heads in a swarm like
cin undulating stream of thin smoke, before settling in a eucalyptus tree. I
suppose this little bird will not survive the cold. The radio tells us that the
hedgehogs are burrowing deeper than usual amongst the leaves. This is taken
to mean that the coming winter will be a harsh one. I look forward to deep
snow and hard frost.
Oh! And now I recall something from the Australian tour. It was called
Threnody for a Wallaby, composed by a confused professor of Music at Sydney
University. I refused to play it. "But it's a seminal work in the folio of Oceanic
New Music," its publisher told me. I remained unimpressed. 'The ravings of a
lunatic," I said, and tore up my first cello part before his astonished eyes.
I have begun an essay on the Gurrelieder. It is merely for my own intellectual
satisfaction. 1 do not intend to publish. Why do 1 need to prove to myself that
1 am not anti-semitic, as such?

I appeared

Ajar of Black Forest honey from Hansie for my birthday.
three

months

early,

and was reminded

but

I

am touched.

I

added

it

to

The

silly fool is

my toast at breakfast

of the scent of German woodlands.
Hansie tells me he is to vote for the extreme left-wing Green Party in the
forthcoming local elections. He is out of his mind. "We must halt the nuclear
threat," he writes. "Stop the pollution of our rivers and begin a return to an
age where we respect our planet and all the living things we share with it." It
is almost embarrassing to read this sort of tosh from the pen of an old man.
It brings to mind an occasion at school when our Master read to us an essay
by a classmate, Samuel Goldberg, in which young Goldberg sought to demonstrate the virtues of World Disarmament. 'Think how lovely it would be if
we could all live in peace with our enemies!" he raved.
By the end of it, 1 rose unbidden, and declared, "Mein Herr, it is my belief
that Goldberg wishes to see us invaded by the Bolsheviks so that his family
may evade their considerable debts." "Come now," said our teacher, with
evident sarcasm, "Goldberg is not to blame for propounding the views of a
cowed people." "But we Germans are not a cowed people!" blurted another boy,
before realizing his mistake, and blushing. Later, he was seen to punch
Goldberg for thus humiliating him. I did not like Goldberg. He was conceited
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("We are the Chosen Race"), and his clothes smelt of onions. He disappeared
that Autumn. Some said that his family had moved to America. Others believed
that they had been sent elsewhere. It was of smaill concern to me. The
classroom felt so much brighter after he had gone, so much healthier. A
childish fancy, I suppose; but 1 daresay there might have been some truth in
it.

My
was

me

bird returned, this afternoon,

little

listening to Die Walkure,

and

it

and pecked

looked in and

at the piece of toast.

tilted its

head.

It

I

amuses

think that the tiny creature might be attracted by the mighty music. I
placed my head level with it, blew kisses and mirrored its movements. If I can
win this creature over and persuade it to come inside, I will save its life. It
won't last long outside once the first frost are upon us.
to

Black bread, cold meats and real German coffee for breadfast. It is a tradition

my mother used to follow on Sunday mornings and, since my wife's death,
have followed it also. It introduces at least a sense of femininity into my life.
Also, I listen to the chamber music of Schubert, at this time.
At ten o'clock, I put on my good suit and hat and went to church. I no longer
have faith. If I did, I think the ineptitude of God would drive me crazy. I go to
church because I like the discipline of High Anglicanism. The service imposes
a military order on the congregation. I often feel like shouting at the stragglers
who dawdle on the way out, or who shift about during the singing of the hymns,
I

"Get in

line!"

other churchgoers, am a respectable old German gentleman.
Tomyself
and talk only with a young fellow who "something in the
I

I

keep

to

He
speaks fluent German, with a Bavarian accent —^his mother came from Munich ^and impresses me with his sure knowledge of the German Classics. It
often wonder if might invite him
is agreeable to have such an acquaintance.
home for tea, one Sunday; but were he to refuse would feel dreadfully
embarrassed. And, besides, am ashamed of the area in which live, so any
is

City."

—

I

I

I

I

such

I

social intercourse is really out of the question.

am listening to Walter Klein playing Webern when there comes a knock at
I the door. There is no one there, and assume the kids are playing silly games
again and am about to return inside when a small box catches my eye. At
I

I

I think it to be more honey; but when I pick it up: too light for honey. And
a flimsy, scrappy sort of box, anyway. Inside is the skeleton of a mouse and a
note in childish hand, "Dear Mr german jue, you are a nazzi and we will get
you for your war crimes, this is a present from berlin bar har bar." I am not
worried by this resumption of absurdity, but it is distasteful. I tip the box and
the letter down the rubbish chute at the head of the stairs.

first,

Where

is

my bird?

—
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Back he came, this morning. gave him greeting in German, and he
Ah!
looked at me with intelligence before pecking at the pie-crust had left for
I

1

him.

1

have nicknamed him

was also
communist thugs in

a friend of mine in Hitler Youth. The
kind and faithful. Killed by the Armies of

Ulfried, after

original Ulfried

intelligent,

the

'44.

Never forgotten.

Can one teach budgerigars to speak? How delicious it would be to hear such

—

a creature recite a few of the precious lines of Goethe! mein ruh ist hin ^But
a matter for the future. He still remains if I tap on the glass; but if 1 go
to open the window, then away he flies!
this is

64/^> ood morning, Ulfried!" "Gutten morgen, Herr Deierling!" So each day we
v-Xgreet each other.
"What have you been doing?"
"I have been flying over the rooftops looking for Australia, but its nowhere
to be found. You wouldn't have any idea where?"
"Oh, it's far from here. Fair away across many seas. You will not find it in a
night. You will never find it. Come through my window and enjoy the warmth
of my small room."
"No, no, that's not for me! I must have the freedom of the air and the hope
that seeing distances gives one. I'll not give up the search."
The woman next door showed me a petition which she intends to offer to
the council. It is a plea to them to stop housing blacks and other "ethnic
minorities" in predominantly white areas. 'They are not our kind of people,"
she told me.
"Am I not an ethnic minority?" 1 asked her with a twinkle in my eye.
"Oh, no, Mr. Dearling!" She was quite shocked! 1 signed gladly, but I fear
that her plea will fall on deaf ears.
Constant pain from arthritis. If I had but a few moments free from this
continual ache, then perhaps 1 might be able to think clearly.
Confronted by those thugs on my return from the pub where, on occasional
evenings, 1 sit quietly in a comer with my glass of brandy and the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung. They feigned a friendly attitude: "Oh, Mr. Goebbels, nice
to see you!" So, so, so...l forced a smile and a "Good evening, gentlemen!" and
tried to keep on walking, but they blocked my path.
"It's dangerous, Mr. Goebbels, you don't want to go down there. They're lying
in wait for prey like you."
I sighed. "What can 1 do for you, gentlemen?"
"Don't ask us what you can do for us! It's what we can do for you that
matters." One of them produced a copy of a newspaper with the headline
BLACK CRIME SHOCK! "Aren't you lucky you've got us to protect you?" At
this point, I took advantage of a couple of figures approaching, pushed my
assailants aside and continued my way. Now, as I sit here writing, I fear
retaliation. Some more ghastly objects through the letter-box. Or perhaps
worse. I wish that I had paid up. No, 1 do not wish that at all. I am happy to
have stood up against those thugs. Let them see if they can defeat me!

—
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beginnings of fear are curious. As I sit and write here, I am not afraid.
all day, and nothing terrible has happened. Yet I
know that at some point the fear will come upon me, and I shall be cdmost
paralyzed. A sense of what might happen, together with a feeling of outrage
that such things could be inflicted on one at all. The cultured man has a right
to peace and security in his old age. More so than a street sweeper or a traffic
cop? Yes, I think so. These people are used to violence and the rough-andtumble of life, they can accept it with greater ease, it is a natural pairt of their

rj^e

X

have not been afraid

I

existence.

Somewhere in the building the Blacks are playing their music. All I can hear
a mush of loud electric sound without melody, cind an insistent low beat
that rattles the bars of my gas-fire and vibrates through my feet into my entire
body. Sound prevents coherent thought from entering my mind as surely as
does pain. The two are the same.
Ulfried came, this morning, and pecked at a cake of tea leaves and oatmeal
that I had prepared for him. 1 was touched that he should do this. When 1 was
is

a

my mother taught us to make such a mixture for my pet rabbits. Max
We had access through a dark, cinnamon-scented tiled corridor
small, high-walled garden. Here in a cage of wood and wire kept my

child,

and

Moritz.

into

a

I

remember the

distant roar of the traffic contrasting with the
small, self-contained sounds of my pets, their quiet breathing and shifting
amongst the hay. The warm, heavy smell and, beyond our walls, the fumes of
little

the

friends.

I

city.

me on and on and so utterly mindless. The dance music
me when want a silent canvas on which to reconstruct
of my childhood. Angry because it makes me unable to relax, unable

That noise below
of savages.

pictures

frustrates

It

I

to forget that the world is peopled by those who are thoughtless and selfish.
The noise constantly reminds me that it is not safe to go out, and yet it makes
me want to leave. 1 cannot remain in this filth of sound. 1 shall leave presently;
it is

impossible for

me

to stay here.

It is

now

ten o'clock.

I

will

take

my

newspaper and read in the local pub until closing time. 1 am angry enough
not to care about any possible risks such a journey might involve. Not another
word.

shall go.

I

did not go. put on my shoes, my coat and hat, tucked my newspaper
But
the while humming Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekomunder my arm —
men from the Riickert lieder —^and then stopped beside the door. The fear that
I

1

^all

been awaiting came upon me suddenly. 1 vomited. Absurdly,
my retching caused my teeth to fall out and they landed grinning amongst the
contents of my stomach on the hall carpet. Muttering on quietly, 1 placed a
handkerchief to my lips, and I remember in my confusion turning a full circle,
not knowing what to do. I retired early to bed, stewing in the raucous music
and my own physical pain. It was impossible to sleep, I was being roasted in
the fires of hell. For a time I attempted to listen to the BBC on the old radio
beside my bed, but they were relaying one of those plays where strident voices
called across Welsh hillsides and the wind machine obscures every other word,
so I took a couple of Mogadon and induced a heavy, unsatisfactory unconI

had so

patiently

sciousness.

Unhappy dreams.
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A

letter in the morning post addressed to "Herr Hittler." It contained only
the single threat: "Look out!" I considered taking it to the police, but what
would be the point? What can they do? Into the waste-bin with it, therefore.
Objects are a comfort to me. I hold my Hummel figure of a Hamburg
water-carrier and think: "When this was made my mother was still a young
girl with all her life before her." There is sweet melancholy in the thought. And
also terror. It is similar to the feeling sometimes aroused when I see an old
film dated, say, around '33 or '34 ^and I think of my dear parents and my
old, funny relations. Uncle Rudi and his magic tricks... People don't know how
wonderful things were at that time, and that is why it is all so very terrifying.

—

—

will be no one to remember Uncle Rudi when I am gone. What was the
point of it all? So much long-ago laughter. Nostalgia is so sweet, it is a horror.
But this is absurd.
I have not been out all day, but this has nothing to do with fear. 1 have been
unwell. Inside my stomach lies a ball of lead, heavy and painful. No appetite.
"Good morning, Ulfried! I envy you, you have only to fear death ^there is
nothing so very terrible in that. In you fly! At last! See? No very great harm,
here. There! Perch up on the top of my glass cabinet. Catch a glimpse of your
reflection in the great mirror above the mantleshelf. That mirror used to live
in a dark hallway. It caught heads undergoing last minute adjustments before
being presented to a wider world, hciir put into place, a hat shifted to a more
becoming angle, an expression modified. Help yourself from the saucer of
water. .1 sprinkle breadcrumbs on the table. So. But you remain agitated. You
fly from high perch to high perch, out of reach, hidden. You tflt your head
rapidly, nervously; ruffle your feathers. 1 mean no harm, Ulfried. Only I would
like to save your life. May I be permitted? Stay with me for the cold Winter."
But no, he would not settle, he banged against the window repeatedly like
a madman in a prison cell. Naturally, in the end I was forced to release him

There

—

.

and considered the major parts of my body, one
no area that does not give me pain. It is unbelievable that
there are people whose minds and bodies are free from suffering.
The first snow of Winter, pale, white specks on a dark, grey afternoon. I
thought I glimpsed Ulfried flying past my window, but it might have been a
coloured crisp packet sailing through the snow. Suddenly, it is very cold. I
wear my overcoat inside the flat and do not remove my pyjamas when I get
dressed. But the cold is damp and heavy and seems to seep right through into
lay in bed, this morning,

I by

one. There

the core of

is

my bones.

warmth in such a tiny form amongst the huge mass of cold.
even in its simplest and smallest manifestation is desperately tenacious, it will hold on to itself despite the greatest odds. How does a man keep
alive with his thin skin, delicate, sensitive organs, susceptibility to the slightest
change in the weather? Life is unlikely. I should be dead, but others go first.
And now my bird has joined the great mass of inanimate things, the
insensate vast majority. It is more usual to be dead than to be alive. I looked
out of my window, this morning, and there he was lying in the snow. I went
Frail,

Life,

fragile
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my

him respectfully. A child
had finished left equally
silently. As placed the bird in its hole it occurred to me that there is no great
difference between a living and a dead body. The fluids have stopped moving
and certain chemicals no longer behave in the same way, that is all. Warmth
is no longer generated. But supposing 1 were to add warmth, to start the blood
moving again —why would this make no difference? Ach, I am too old to bother
with the philosophical questions of a child. Had he remained with me, he would
have been alive at this moment, the foolish bird. He chose death because of
his love for freedom. Security is nothing without freedom. So. Because a bird
lived and died, allow such platitudes.
outside, naturally,

and with

of about seven watched

me

little

silently,

trowel buried

and when

I

I

1

my way home from
Onboys
with

the pub, this evening, I was stopped by those foolish
close-cropped hair. I was not afraid.
"Grandad! Look, we've warned you before that the streets aren't saife. A piece
of luck you met us. I bet you breathed a sigh of relief when you saw us up
ahead. We'll walk you home."
"For a modest fee!" chipped in another.
"For a consideration. A donation, not a charge. If you don't want to pay, you
don't have to. Twenty pounds be reasonable? It is after hours. Our nine to five
protection service does come cheaper but you know sheer economic necessity
in this time of recession obliges us to up the fee after dark. Twenty pounds."
He held out his begging palm.
"No," 1 said, and attempted to move on; but a hand placed in front of my
chest prevented me.
"It's not safe. The streets are crawling with 'em. Blacks everywhere. If you
look closely, you can see their eyes peering out of doorways, up in the trees,
behind parked cars. We're in this together. It's Civilization versus Barbarism."

'You? Civilization?"
"We are the Master Race

—you an'

all."

tapped him on the shoulder with my newspaper.
'Tell me something of Wagner, in that case. Or Brahms. Mahler? Mm? No?
Perhaps you recognize the name of Schiller? Or your own Pope and Dryden?
If you are of this Master Race, you will recognize and empathize with these
fellows, eh? Mm? Or perhaps you are merely pretending."
It was a stupid argument, without reason; but I was a little nervous.
With every good and understandable reason, one of them punched me in
the stomach. I bent double, but was forced upright by another of the thugs
and slapped across the face. I could not breathe, my ears were ringing. And
then I was flung in the gutter. They began to kick me, and I expected death,
a sharp twist of a knife in my heart. But then they stopped. I thought,
momentarily, that they had become bored with an old fellow too far gone to
put up a worthwhile struggle. 1 heard the words, "Leave that man alone!" I lay
head down, perfectly still, curiously warm and without pain. The sounds of
heavy breathing and shuffling steps caused me to raise my eyes. There was a
fight, but no further shouts or words of alarm. Three black youths were
attacking the whites. It was a strange dream, utterly wordless. I watched
without any sense of reality, thinking only how I might shape the anecdote for
"Ah! This

is interesting."

I

— —
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a future diary entry. Dark silhouettes danced, bent double, swung round,
struck out, fell.
And a black boy came to lie beside me. He said, "I'm okay, it's okay. I'll just
sit down here a bit." Then said no more. There was blood on his shirt-front:
he was drenched in the stuff. His eyes were wide open as if straining to see as
much as possible before it was too late. He fell forward onto me. I clutched
him and shouted, "Was tatest du? Er ist tot! Tot!" Then, realizing that the
words were nothing more than strange sounds to these people, repeated, "What

have you done? He's dead!"
They all ran away. Leaving me to share the pavement with a dead negro.
In a detailed statement to the police, 1 explained: "1 was being assaulted by
four negro youths who attempted to rob me. The white boys came to my rescue
and a bloody fight ensued."
It is always best to stick to the higher truth, then there can be no confusion.
I like to think, also, that my testimony might effect a change for the better. My
right

hand

gives

me

pain."

o o o o

VUYELWA CARLIN

Darksmlth
His great hammering hands
beat delicacies such thins
black wandering filaments:

—

leaps,

—

^his

—

screams
dog scampering

^he

silently

runs,

by

the village rings

with his fierce dreams.
In

summer he

softens, sweating

in heart-crimson

among his
saddens

iron webs:

—dead winter

—he strides

with his old scuttling dog the bleak,
bleak white hills, sobs.
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BARBARA CROOKER

The Stone
was heavy.
The family carried
with them,
Not one
could bear

all

it

day.

weight, alone.
how they loved

its

Yet

it.

No other stone had
denseness,

its

its particular way
of bending the light.

They could not

tctke

the stone
out in public,

had

to

keep

it

home,

sing songs
in its strange language,
syllables of schist and shale.
When the mother's back ached,
let it

the father took the stone

a while, then passed
from sister to sister.
for

The stone
became a part
a

of them,

bit of granite

in the spine,

a shard of calcite
in the heart.

Sometimes
weight
pressed them
thin, transparent
as v^ldflowers

its

left

in the dictionary.

Sometimes
it

was

lighter

than

air.

The stone
did not talk.

But

it

shone.

it

.
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An Essay by
JOSIP NOVAKOVICH

Writing In Tongues
i^T^elax that tongue. Let

XxLet your ego go,

it move. Praise the Lord! I hear the sound!
don't think about it! I hear the word! Hallelujah!"

Under my father's and my brother-in-law's palms, my skin began to feel hot,
and crackles of static convulsed my scalp with cool shivers.
"God is working! I hear the word!"
1 suspended the tongue between my jaws, offering it to the electricity, but
when nothing seemed to take place, now and then I rolled an r, plopped my
tongue against my incisors into some kind of t.
.

"Get your ego out of the way, let the Lord do it!"
1 relaxed the tongue again; a new wave of static shivered down my forehead
into my eyes, where blue light appeared on the hitherto dull dark-brown screen
of my eyelids and the light grew almost white.
"The Lord is releasing a waterfall of his grace over you!" The men prayed
frienziedly, as though God's offer depended on the strength of their plea. Air
whistled through their teeth as they tremblingly breathed
and evoked for me
a steam-engine train in the snow, whistling out the smell of oily coal. I tried
to get the train off the screen of my eyelids, because God no doubt wanted me
to be receptively blank. The whistling in the men's teeth lowered in frequency,
my eyelids became brown again, the train vanished, my scalp grew cool, and
the men, dangling their hands along their pockets, said, "Lord was very close
to giving you the gift of speaking in tongues, but there's something in the way:

—

your

pride."

stood up from the artificial rug, my knee popped. Just before 1 touched the
door handle a spark pricked my fingertips.
Then it was my brother's turn to undergo the laying-on-of-hands. Soon he
broke into a song, in a strange tongue, with varied vowel and consonant
combinations. Ivo Wcdked out, luminous ^in addition to salvation, a vague and
unprovable theological concept, he had acquired a concrete skill, a new
tongue. All 1 got from the tongues was envy ^not a gift but an anti-gift. I envied
him the way Cain envied Abel, though 1 was the younger brother, who did not
plan to kill the elder.
But a year later, the Lord had not arrived yet, my father died, our Baptist
church suffered a schism into the charismatic and the non-charismatic
branch, and rather than salvific powers, speaking in tongues seemed to exert
divisive if not destructive ones. Still, the aura of something divine in speaking
another language stayed with me. In the attic I found an old Political Rand
McNally Map with America in the middle and Asia split in half. I smoked
cigarettes and gazed at pink China, green America, yellow Soviet Union. Most
countries were pale, all without mountains, most with black rivers. Somehow
for politics rivers seemed more important than mountains, or they were simply
1

—

—
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which itself must have been some kind of political statement of
The map came from my grandmother, who had moved back
to Cleveland, Ohio, after divorcing my grandfather in a village near Kutina in
Croatia. She had visited a couple of times and given me crisp dollar bills.
Yugoslav money, mostly red and blue, could boast no crispness; it creased,
creases became cottony, oily and dark, and slowly disintegrated at the spare
seams. We taped the vulnerable creases since shop keepers would not accept
a bill missing a comer and banks would compensate you only a percentage of
the shriveled money. On our bills bosomy women harvesters bent and factory
workers bared their chests, clenched their fists, out of control and emotional,
but on the American bill a tranquil gentleman, resembling my grandmother,
his neck wrapped up in cloth, had no need of baring anything. The trans-Atlantic money seemed as clean as a starched bed-sheet, self-confldent and
erect. 1 read the bill. One Dollar, In God We Trust, The Great Seal, Federal
Reserve Note. 1 knew "In," "We," and "One." All the kids on our block knew how
to count in English, German, and Hungarian, at least up to five, and how to
swear in these languages, plus in French and minus in English. From the
world map 1 learned some English names of countries. Germany, which used
to be NJemacka, literally meaning the land of the mute ones in Slavic languages, from now on would be Germany for me easy to remember because
easier to do,

American

leisure.

—

gemua meant yeast in Croatian.
English was everjrwhere: on
undubbed movies in the cinema

the radio (Tom Jones and the Beatles), in
[Goldfinger and Spartacus), in sports (soccer,

basketball, tennis), in fashion

and

in cars.

But

still,

it

seemed

to

me an

impossible language to learn, with shifty vowels, tongue-in-tooth consonants,
slippery and flowing like an eel, albeit an electric eel, but for that all the harder
to catch.
I had to sign up for English or Russian, two hours of week at
thought that 1 could learn only Russian as a Slavic language, but to
take it 1 would have to transfer to the morning classes and I preferred to stay
in bed till late, neither awake or asleep, lethargic, guilty, until I smelled fig tea
and eggs with onions ^my mother brought me my favorite breakfast to bed,
to stir mie out of my sloth (that I read novels late into the night counted only
as more sloth) ^and so, probably not out of great love for the West nor hatred
for the East 1 began to study English, in the afternoon classes, though "study"
is a strong way of putting it, since I studied nothing during those years of
pubescent yearnings. Some basics ^like My name is Mary, and what is yours?
did learn although the classes were conducted in Croatian and
Mine is John
doodled birds and skipped school ^and English ^as much as I could get away

So,

when

school,

1

—

—

—
—

—

^1

1

—

with.

ankle, and stayed in bed
was sixteen, badly sprained my
When
learn English in order to become
several days.
brother
aspiring
left

I

I

My

Ivo,

for

to

a rock star, had bought a dozen Langenscheidt's books in simplified English,
with the vocabulary of 450, 750, and 1200. I grabbed the one with 450, Greek
Myths. I used to read fairy tales, and now I would not have admitted to myself
that 1 wanted to read tales ^and to my mind myths were nothing but tales.
Under the guise of learning English 1 read the book in a couple of days, amazed

—
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that the meanings of the words came across, through a shroud of letters, from
a long distance of memory and guessing ^the chaotic letters ordering themselves through my leaps of faith spoke tales of men and women changing into
animals, gods into lusty men, and after that, that 1 should understand a
language seemed modest and natural, no hubris. Then 1 read Dr. Jekyill and
Mr. Hyde. Jovially I wondered whether the new language would change me
into a half-man half-goat or a donkey or, equally astounding, a foreigner?
When I returned to school a week later and the teacher asked me to translate
a text the class had studied in my absence, 1 did it unfalteringly. My grade
jumped from D to A. What Christianity had failed to do, to give me a quick
command of a language, the pagan religion, Greek pantheism, succeeded in

—

doing.

a band. Fresh Factual Emancipation, and I played the electric
I glued the newspaper's pages over
the walls, covering even the ceiling so that English words would pop into my
eyeballs whenever I turned.
At night I listened to the Voice of America, BBC, and Christian broadcasts
on the short waves. In the dark I loved ominously sonorous Texan voices
announcing The Hour of Decision. I'd wake up early in the morning when the
stations went off the air, to a buzz sliding up and down the frequencies, as
waves crashing against my walls and my ears. One morning I wrote to the
radio station because the announcer had promised a free New Testament.
(That was the second letter I had ever written in English. The first I had written
with a dip-in steel pen, in calligraphy, to Roger Moore, who sent me his
autograph, which I kept with autographs of my dead father.) Along with the
New Testament came the station's monthly magazine with my letter printed
Ivo organized

violin.

We subscribed to The Melody Maker.

—evidence that broadcasting the Good News into the commumy words, not Croatian but English, were
printed in Canada, gave me indeed a great confirmation in faith —not in Christ,
but in the word: the English word had become flesh or at least lead on cellulose.
Hitherto, English had been a myth —sounds traveling ethereally as ghosts,
and highlighted

nist block worked. Seeing that

tempestuous oceans, partly as particles, partly as waves, to
metamorphosing me into a sort of ghost locked in my
prison of language, of lack of language. 1 could not speak back but now, look
at it, my name, in black, on orange paper, in the secular and sacred language
sailing over

torment

me

had spoken,

at night,

written, back!

rrNiough I detested going to church,

X

speaking missionaries
Liberia gave a speech, and

I

still

went because now and then English

One Sunday afternoon

the President of
got to shake hands with him, the first President,
and actually, the last so far that I have shaken hands with. (1 take that back;
later on, when I did not know yet what a Serb nationalist Dobrica Cosic was,
I shook hands with him, and now he's the president of Serbia and Montenegro,
but let me not rush ^actually, I've just heard on the radio, still BBC!, that he
visited.
I

—

has been ousted.)
The library in our town, Daruvar, got a present of 100 books in English from
the U.S. Consulate in Zagreb. I read The Old Man and the Sea without a
dictionary. Then 1 read the dictionary, marked the words 1 lusted after, wrote

—

—
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and walked in the park, memorizing fifty a day. During
took notes in English. I gave all my friends English
nick-names, and some stuck. A Boris became Bobby and many people still

them down on

lists,

history lectures,

I

him that; Zeljko, a name derived from ze^a or wish, became Willy, since
Desire did not seem to be a man's name. 1 remember where 1 learned some
words: obtuse, obtrude, and obese 1 learned while my feet dangled in the town
swimming pool, water green from algae and brown from the spring rains. Mob
a. German name
I learned at the cool water fountain in the park, Juliesbruenn
from Austria- Hungarian days ^as I let the water pour over my forearms to cool
my blood. Bog 1 learned while bathing in a large oval marble turkish bathtub
in our hot springs ^the letter sequence meant God in Croatian. (Now, years
call

—

—

those tubs are no longer in service because a Yugoslav federal army jet
had rocketed the building, but vapors still have to do with both bog and god.
And one more parenthetical remark: I realize that for some subconscious
reason 1 remember best the instances where water figured in learning words
perhaps the memories of water are some kind of subterfuge of my old Baptist
later,

self?)

Though

1

my

managed

to

speak back

to the voices

coming out of the

my

ether,

On

the Island
of Mali Losinj, when an Englishman asked me for directions, I blushed,
breathed fast^here, this man is for real, that is his native tongue, and 1 am
a phoney. 1 stammered something; words glued my palates as though 1 were
dying of thrist, and 1 merely pointed toward the beach with my chin, twitched
upward. Later, mad at myself for this sudden attack of shyness, I swore that

through

it

pen

in English,

I

could not do so with

tongue.

would not happen again.

when 1 was seventeen, my brother, his friend, and I decided to travel
InterRail passes, inexpensive even for us because the Yugoslav
Europe
on
in
at its peak. Wherever we went, it was 1 who had to ask for
was
economy
In 1973,

directions, so
1

1

lost all

shame

in English. In

my new tongue,

I

could say things

could not say in Croatian—words did not have emotional histories, they were

rather than disasters of the cardiovascular system; I could
easily talk about emotions, while in Croatian, the equivalent vocabulary
petrified me as though it signified some kind of incest.
When we got back, my mother commented that we were not normal
anymore thenceforth, she would trace all my unfortunate decisions to the
fateful trip. One of the bizarre steps I took was to quit my medical studies,
which I had begun in Serbia (odd enough for someone from Croatia to study
there) in order to transfer to an American college. But to me it was not a bizarre
feats of

memory

—

.

earlier to U.S. colleges, but the slow process^in
worked even more slowly than in ours, where
things
the fast- track society,
months in advance—took a year, and my going
two-three
you'd apply to study
fulfilled
my yearning to study in English.
to the States now merely

move:

I

had applied a year

had applied first to the cheapest protestant schools, addressing them with
"My dear brethren," though no longer went to church. But, admissions
officers informed me that there was no financial aid for foreigners. Next, tried
the cheapest state universities. Same reply. Out of desperation, I wrote to the
most expensive schools, Ivy League and similar, and got enthusiastic responses. Vassar and Brown did not charge any application fee. To Brown
gave my medical school address, and Brown's reply never reached me. Vassar's
I

I

I

I
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me at the dorm, on a pale ribbon, with words: full
scholarship. My sister, a nurse in Germany, bought me a one-way fare to New
York. The evening before my departure, 1 found my childhood friends sitting
on a terrace, in the park. 1 said, 'Tomorrow I am going to the United States."
cablegram reached

They made no

reply,

but continued

to slurp coffee

and blow

cigarette

smoke;

some slightly raised their eyebrows and went on with their conversation about
soccer. Offended and supercilious I walked away: they did not believe me; I
had spoken of going to the States a year before. 1 must have been a lunatic in
their eyes, and retaliated, taking them for lunatics stuck in a rotten country
I

without being conscious of it.

would become a psychiatrist after the interlude of linguistic
I pleasure. However, at Vassar my plans to become a shrink quickly shrank
after I took several psychology classes, and my intoxication with the language
swelled, though 1 avoided English literature classes. For a while 1 wrote
hundreds of letters in Croatian, some of them ten single-spaced pages, and in
reply came postcards. The glossy pictures could not hide the shoddy, sparse
words. 1 had tried to explain the States and our old world from the new world
perspective. 1 still wanted to explain, but to whom? To the wall? To the paper
as white as the wall? Why not? After reading 'The Death of Ivan llych," wrote
a death story, in Croatian, and 1 mailed it off to a Serb friend of mine, editor
of a literary journal in Zagreb. His reply astonished me. "What language are
you writing in? Croatian? This is no Croatian: too many Serb words, too much
strange syntax, and not consistent enough to be mistaken for experimentation.
thought

I

1

First learn the language, then write in

it."

True, Croatian had been Serbanized for decades to fit the Yugoslav model,
ever since the thirties and the dictatorship of King Alexander Karadjordjevic.
I
could understand why one would wish to distance oneself from Serb
imperialism even in language ^after Tito's death nowhere else did it seem
possible anyhow. But whatever vocabulary I had grown up on was a living
language, so why not use it and savor its nuances, all the more multiple
because of a mix of cultures? The project of having to ethnically cleanse my
native language ^and of acquiring the slang evolving out of my earshot since
depressed me deeply, all the more since I did not
I now lived in the States
Wcint to deal with any kind of nationalism. But, had I forgotten my love for
English? I read in English, studied in English, wrote papers in English, talked
in English, many hours, in dining halls, as was usual with students, who in
that respect lived in an old-world rhythm, like nobility. I lived in English.
"Language is the house of being"; couldn't English become my home?
1 translated my story into English, brimming with conceit once again. Then
my new American friends began to point out my awkward syntax ^too many
winding sentences and misplaced adverbs and wrong prepositions ^and
lapses in diction: too much mixture of the high and the low style and too many
British words. This sounded familiar. After all, in the eighteenth century
Britain used to be to America what Serbia was to Croatia for a half of the
twentieth century: a colonizer. In American culture still lingered a strong drive
to purify the language by eliminating excessive Anglicanisms. I fell from the
frying pan into the melting pot, in which not many ingredients were allowed

—

—

—

—

—
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admire Joyce's word permutations, I was
discouraged from experimenting, from deviating in any way from an imaginary
standard English. 1 was invited to admire Faulkner's lengthy acrobatics but
held fast to the rules of basic word order and exhorted to copy Hemingway's
short sentences—which was all fine, but from my theo-mythological background in English, the accountability to write in the least common denominator of the language seemed to me deconstructive, inhibitory, humiliating.
But soon I realized that the advice to simpliiy was salubrious; in Croatia, under
to melt. In college, while invited to

Austria- Hungarian and German influence, people strained the language,
writing monstrously convoluted sentences. Under bureaucratic communism,
where obfuscating was desirable, newspapers became unreadable. I had not
deviated from Croatian style: the longer and the more confusing my sentences

were, the more proud 1 was.
My teachers now taught me to

make

"precise"

and

"vivid" descriptions, to

"motjuste"—and 1 still often follow that basic assignment. After spending
dozens of minutes on making several word choices, I am mightily disconcerted
when friendly writers tell me: 'You know what? Your being a foreigner is an
advantage. You accidentally pair up words in a strikingly fresh way. You
probably don't even notice it. We native speakers have to work at it."
select

when you don't get a shade of a word because you haven't grown up
And
listening to American lullabies, your friends patronizingly smile; when you
don't get accents because you haven't grown up with them while your ear was
flexible, your friends treat you as a comic alien, an aquamarine creature you
grope with your fins in the sand (and the sand seems to be English, while the
water would be your native tongue). Tell me about the advantage then! My
writer friends put me in my place, show me how superficial my project of

—

writing in English must be. Where in me are those soulful contacts with words
that can be made only with mother's nipple between your gums? Sometimes,
for example in the movie Crossing Dekmcy, you find a stereotype of a foreigner
who writes in English, and who for that reason is superficial.
Well, thousands of immigrants write in English as a second language, but
1 can't think of any expatriated Americans adopting a foreign language and
it (though there must be exceptions to this). How come? Isn't
adventure the spirit of America? Or is the mythical adventure only the sort
that comes to America, rather than adventuring from America? When Americans travel abroad, they notoriously need their Hiltons, cheeseburgers, and
even those who seem not to need a layer of air-conditioning wear a thick fur
of English language. Sure, many Americans bom in America do learn foreign
languages, but how often do they go all the way?
I seem to be preaching linguistic expatriation and prodigality, but don't
misunderstand me: I marvel at the American linguistic unexileability. And
perhaps 1 defend myself against an imaginary charge of superficiality. (1 must
be imagining things, because who gives a shit about any kind of writing, let
alone writing by legal aliens? And I may just as well be superficial, so what?
Who cares? But let me go on—it is not clear that nobody cares.) How would
the patriotic proponents of only-mother-tongue-is-deep theory know about
superficiality of writing in ESL without ever having dived into a foreign sea to

writing in
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sink breathless and come up with a starfist in fists and urchin needles in
soles? Those who have not genuinely made a new house of being in another
language should not tell us naturalized Americans that we do not know what
domestic bliss is, that we are merely bums begging for a quarter to get another
suck out of a bottle of Jack Daniels, simply because we have no real home.
Just the other night I ordered a beer at a bar, Ralph's Comer in Moorhead,
Minnesota, and a man said to me, 'You Eire some kind of foreigner, aren't you?"
"No, I'm an American," 1 said. He laughed and then said, "Is your family still
over there?" "What do you mean 'still'? Not everybody plans to come to
America." In the meantime, a big guy shouted at a table next to mine, "One
American life is worth more than ten thousand Bosnian lives!" I am beginning
to ramble. But this is the point now: I could go home, to Croatia, and write in
Croatian, sucking out the depths of my memory in it. I choose not to.
Although I have been tempted to quit the business of words altogether, I
persevered, partly because 1 could not concentrate on anything else with
sufficient enthusiasm, and partly because if enthusiasm 1 needed, 1 could not
only wistfully recall but safely revert to one experience: grasping for understanding through foreign words. 1 tried to learn other languages to recreate
the revelatory sensation 1 had once had with English while reading Greek
myths, but after many bouts with German ^and some with Greek, Hebrew,
Russian, French exhausted, forgetful, I'd come back to English, like a shaggy
dog in heat returning home and coUasping in his shanty on the old rug
comfortingly smelling of familiar urine.
1 think 1 have been accommodated in the beautifully distant new house; the
house had become my home, my English, with many loose bricks, shallow
foundations, perhaps on sand, but with a large ocean and a big sky airing it.
But rhetoric aside (though this phrase itself must be rhetoric), what can one
freely choose? 1 believe 1 have chosen English, and each time 1 write in it, I
have the residual awareness of freedom smelling of pine and oceanic salt, and
that awareness despite occasional whiffs of urine clears my nostrils and

—

—

—

—

invigorates me.

o o o o
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ERROL MILLER

Eternity

"His grey

head hung out

Swan-song

for

some

like

a carpet

bag.

—Anne Sexton

of us,

just a vague tomorrow that wouldn't work.
When heaven is opened, we shall see.
We shall see how little pain
there is, if any.

And sometimes I welcome the Glacier Age,
crying into so many books of poetry. There
earthly thing now possess, yet I'm not

is

no

1

pulled skyward for the rapture. This

autumn, I threw a diamond out the door
and waited for winter snow to find it.
For Tarda and her world. Just
so the earth would have more than kudzu.

year, in

There is no perfect grief, my grey eyes
have seen it all, trust me in my going, trust
me here on this corrupt nervous Delta.
1 have harnessed the power of the land, 1
have homesteaded Tara again in view
of Northern guns. Twilight was beautiful,
and fireflies came, and then the open space
around the house filled with a despair

was powerless to destroy. I
languish elsewhere with no self-discipline,
my wife worshipping at Grant's tomb, she too
1

torn between L.A. and New York City,
a cherry blossom and sturdy as
a cast-iron pot, O Lord of the Long Nap,
ruler over all of Dixie, surely
spring will come just once again.
The face of your child is wrinkled.
I'm giving my anger to love, forsaking
lounging at the Country Club for literature.
Ambitious birds sit in neat rows of trivia,
they've come South for a transfusion of heat.
1 flip the calendar and moan, each
is

delicate as

lovely

day

is

gone

to stoic rebirth.

Skeletons flame into sunset,

off

the coast

.
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of Leucadia dark freighters sail to Zanzibar.
Silence creeps into their wake like a curtain
drawn across the handiwork of God.
When a man enters the sea, does he assume
the constant ebb and flow, does Atlantis live

in each of us,

That

can the

fish reply?

the story of tomorrow, without therapy.
the music stops suddenly at a wedding feast
you must remind the bridesmaid to trim her wick.
And avoid the subway in Chicago, and write
often and visit Oxford if you have the time.
Let your light so shine as they
fasten a rope to your neck.
is

When

.

ELIZABETH REES

Photographed
She held her dark hair
like wings and shrank,
as

if

she knew sadness

had an elegant

bite.

Her heart in her face
fell on its face, fell
deeper into place.
He captured the lines

and white lips,
and held her hollow neck.
He knew she never trusted
a man who wanted to take
of her black

her picture, as though
she always knew it
would come to this, here
and with these stills.

—
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JOSEPH A. CHELIUS

You, on Settlement Day
I

am given to

these sudden ruminations,

fretting in the stiff upholstery

of office chairs about the gallery
of worn furnishings that won't rate space

—

in the moving vain or blend
with the fabric of our cushy new

Who will adopt the

life.

downtrodden carpet

in the living room, its faded florals

sending through the floorboards

a celebration
to

lie like

of brown confetti

fringe

on the basement pipes?

Who will muster sympathy
for the cantankerous refrigerator,
grumbling away like a sour stomach
in the middle of our movie popcorn?

No need

to

be unsettled,

or to linger long before
this forbidding mountain

of legal document. Yet

how have you come

my thrifty

to recover,

one, the moth-eaten

baseball cap I'd banished
to the Glad bag, gift wrapped
for Purple Hccirt?

The brim

is

arched

like

a

steeple.

Flipped backwards on your head,
it blends nicely with your devilish
penchant: dashing decorum with such
worn quips about signing our lives away.
What do they make of us here, 1 wonder.
Such serious money lenders so smug
in their upholstery of double-breasted
business suits and double-chinned success.

—

It is,

my wife,

your constant flippancy

that keeps our lives in stitches. Hemmed
in by the children, nerves forever frayed
by the gripes of rumbling appliances,

your little spirit dances in brown confetti
amenable, as always, to the binding of our years.

—
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A Story by
MICHAEL C. WHITE

Instincts
rr^ey

on the drive down and not
a good sign. I'm to the point where I read
into every little thing: always trying to second guess what they're thinking,
play the shrink. Take a few days ago, for instance. Robin, my older daughter,
had one of those mother-daughter lunches at school. The kids made all the
food, decorated the cafeteria with a bEinner that said, 'Welcome, Moms." 1 was
the only father. 1 stuck out like a sore thumb. Robin didn't say a word during
the whole lunch and 1 wasn't so sure she even wanted me there. 1 wondered if
she was embarrassed. When I was out in the hcdl 1 looked back to see Robin
giggling with her friends.
"How come their butts are like that?" asks my younger daughter. Crystal,
who's seven.
"Like what?" 1 say, though, of course, 1 know exactly what she means.
haven't metioned her

X here at the zoo.

"All

mushy and

I

wonder

all

if

day, not once. Not

that's

pink."

We're sitting on a bench near the chimp enclosure and eating baloney
sandwiches so dry they hurt going down. (Robin reminded me: "Next time,
Dad, don't forget the mayo?") It's one of those temperamental days in March.
Aimless clouds, like bored children, stir up trouble: they wander into the sun's
path, turning it downright chilly. An occasional gust of late-winter wind sends
our potato chips flying to the ground where a pair of obese mallards wait to
pounce on them. Across a moat from us, a pair of chimps huddle together
against the cold, their hairy arms encircling each other. Though I'm no Marlin
Perkins, I think one of them a. female, by the looks of it ^must be in estrus
since her behind is, as my daughter noted, pink and swollen.
"Mushy?" Robin laughs, staring at me with a nine-year- old's look of patron-

—

izing disbelief. 'They're girls. That's their girl parts."

Jennifer were here, she'd insist Robin use the right term. She'd give me
bum-bum, pee-pee. She used to say
kids were tougher and smarter than adults ever gave them credit for. It was
just a matter of finding the best way of saying it, the right words. She hated
the way the people were always patronizing kids. When she'd go to the hospital,
I'd be the one to explain to the girls she was just going in for a little rest, that
she needed some peace and quiet. But Jennifer would give it to them straight,
which I thought was crazy. What's the right way of explaining depression to a
If

hell if I said things like girl-parts, boobies,

seven-year-old?
"Is it. Dad?" Crystal asks.

"Is

that really their privates?"

'Yes, sweetie. Ttiey're girl chimps.

"See,"

"They're in heat,"
I

Some anyway."

Robin taunts.
I

explain, frowning at Robin.

"I

think they are anyway." All

know about animals is what I pick up on the Discovery channel late at night
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when

can't sleep. The other night, for instance, I learned that swans mate
That if one dies the other will often pine away and die of a broken heart.
Or that scientists think that pilot whales run themselves aground because of
a malfunction in their ears, and not because they are bent on self-destruction.
for

I

life.

"But it's cold out," Crystal reasons.
"Not that kind of heat."
1 wonder how to explain this without making it into a complex biology lesson.
There'll be plenty of time for that later, when they're older. 1 picture a moment
somewhere down the line. I'll take them aside and explain whatever they want
to know, calmly and thoroughly. I'll explain the facts of life. I'll tell them about
nature. About life and sex. And about death, too. In the meantime, I make a
mental note to pick up a book on teaching kids about reproduction. One with
lots of pictures.

"Heat for making babies," I explain.
"Something to do with keeping their eggs warm. Right, Dad?" offers Robin.
'That's pretty close,"

1

say.

'They lay eggs?" Crystal asks, her sandwich poised in front of her gaping
mouth. 'You mean like ducks?"
"Not regular eggs," Robin lectures. "Inside eggs. And the boy chimps have
little flshies swimming around. And when two chimps love each other very,
very much, the boy chimp..."
"Let's finish up," I say, hoping to cut this short.
Crystal, however, screws up her small face and won't be put off so easily.
She's after some answers. 'They have eggs inside them?"
'You do too, silly," Robin says.
Crystal turns to me. "Do I, Dad? Do I have eggs?"
"Well... yes.

Sort

of."

have periods when you get bigger," Robin throws in.
"What's a period?" she asks me.
"It's when girls..." I begin and then pause, hoping the right word

"And

you'll

When

will just

doesn't I say, "It's when they begin to... mature."
'You mean get wrinkles?"
"No, not wrinkles. You know, to develop. To start having to wear a bra.
remember we talked about that. We did talk about that."
"So having a period is when you start wearing a bra?"

appear.

it

You

Robin laughs out loud and I give her a look. "No. It's when you begin to
menstrate."
"Menstrate? What's that?"
'To... to bleed." And as soon as I say this I know I'm in up to my elbows. I
quickly add, "But not until you're older, so don't worry about it now."
"Bleed? Where?" she asks.
"From..."

"From your vagina, dodobrain," Robin interrupts. "Boy, don't you know
anything"
Crystal stares from her sister to me in disbelief. "Gross. Who told you that?"
Robin is about to say, which of course would spoil everything, would bring
the day crashing down on our heads. Because, of course, it was Jennifer who
told her. But smart girl that she is, she senses this, too, glances at me and
says only, "I just know, is all."
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'You're lying," Crystal says. But she suspects this secret is too old, too
be anything but the truth. And she also suspects just who gave
this secret to her sister.
intricate, to

"It's

true."

"Liar," Crystal yells,

as

if

by sheer force of will she can keep adult mysteries

at bay.

'You don't know anything, geek," taunts Robin.

The two go back and

forth like this until Crystal's voice cracks and tears
her light-blue eyes. It amazes me how much and how
quickly she can turn them on, as if something actually ruptured inside, like
a water pipe. And lately she cries over every little thing. If her shoestring breaks
in the morning as she's getting ready for Mrs. Kleckner, the woman who gets
her on the bus in the morning, she cries. At night she cries because of the rats
under her bed ^the sort she saw in Lady and the Tramp. Sometimes she crawls
into Jennifer's side and falls asleep. In the morning, I feel this odd heat
emanating from over there. I put my hand out and touch warm skin. It throws
me for a loop. It tcikes me a moment to remember how things stand. In two
days, it'll be eleven months ago that on a bright spring day just after she'd
planted the bulbs in the front yard, Jennifer went out into the garage, started
up the Buick, put Vivaldi's Four Seasons on, and, without moving an inch, left
us forever. Since then Crystal has turned into a big crybaby, Robin into a bully.
The two of them, so close before, are always at each other. Always vying for
literally

jump from

—

my attention.
"Robin, apologize to your sister," I say.
"She started it, the little brat."
"I did not," Crystal counters. 'You fat pig."
"Geek."
"Listen, knock it off. Both of you. This was supposed to be fun."
An old guy in a zoo uniform approaches, hooking garbage with this long
claw-like thing. He looks over at me and winks. He has gray eyebrows puffy
as dandelions. Blow on them and off they'd come.
"It gets worse," he says.

'Yeah?" I say, unconvinced.
"Sure does. I got four. These are the easy years, before the hormones kick
in. Then watch out. You'll be flying without a rudder then." He hooks a napkin
that got away from us, sticks it in a bag at his waist. "By the time things level
out again, they'll have flown the coop and you'll thank your lucky stars for it.
Enjoy 'em while you can."
The easy years, I think. Enjoy 'em while you can.
"I wish she was dead!" Crystal spits at her sister.
"Don't say something you don't mean," I say.
"I

do.

I

mean it."

"No you don't. Now stop it this minute, young lady."
I glance over at her, knitting my brows. But she can be stubborn as a mule
when she wants to.
dead"
"I do," she says. "I wish she was dead. D-E-A-D
a look that says, "Good
smiles
at
me,
shoots
me
The guy picking up garbage
the moat seem to be
the
chimps
across
it."
Even
some
of
luck, pal. You'll need

—
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watching me, their black eyes gleaming. They look sober and formal,

like

judges.

guess I'd counted on this day a little too much. I banked on it making
something
click in our lives. 1 kept them out of school, told Mrs. Kleckner I
I
wouldn't be bringing Crystal, and took a day off from work. I own my own
company, a landscaping business, so I can do that. Besides, March isn't that
busy. Just putting down some lime and fertilizer, raking up oak leaves that
had dropped since the fall. 1 packed us lunch, bought boxes of fruit juice,
chips, cupcakes, apples, and we drove down into the city. 1 wanted things to
be perfect. A change of scenery, 1 thought, would do us all good. Despite Mrs.
Kleckner's occasional help and that of a cleaning lady who comes in once a
week, the house is always chaotic, depressing because it hints at incompleteness, at lives that have been put on hold far too long. Our lives have that
suspended feel of people who are about to move, who act tentatively, just
getting through to the next day because this is not their real life, just a
temporary one they happen to find themselves in. We eat on paper plates,
many times right out of the wrappers of fast food places. We try not to dirty
dishes, try to remain light and mobile for the big change that's surely about
to come. Yet nothing changes and each day finds us in the same place as the
day before.
The trip, I'd hoped, would make that sort of click in our lives, when things
fell in place and everything that was once so cluttered and confusing became
clear. You know the sort of click I'm talking about: when you can see the hidden
fish in the tree, or when the name of a song you'd been humming to yourself
for days just pops into your mind. And for a while things did go smoothly. On
the drive down we played the silly song game. Jennifer had made it up.
Someone says a word, any word, the sillier the better, like orangutan, and
somebody else has to make up a song about it. We stopped for donuts and hot
chocolate. When we got here we found we had the zoo almost to ourselves. It
was ours, the animals were ours. No long lines, no fighting for a bench. We
saw the polcir bears and the big cats and a giraffe that Robin thought looked
like my Uncle Danny. In the tropical rain forest we saw a black leopard sitting
on a tree limb just inches on the other side of the glass partition. The girls
stared at it, didn't want to leave. They cooed to it. Even gave it a name: Marv.
Marvelous Marv the Leopard. Don't ask me why. The thing yawned at them,
sleepy-eyed and content. A big, dumb kitty. It was so warm and cozy in there,
the moist air smelling good, like fertilizer or peat moss. But with the chimps,
those grim old judges, things somehow turned sour. I could feel the day
slipping away, could feel myself losing control of it. I can remember Jennifer
explaining ^trying to anyway ^how that would happen to her sometimes: how
things would just suddenly start to slip away from her and she'd feel this
panicky loss of control; how everything ^the mailman being late, a run in her
stocking, a gray hair would begin to overwhelm her and she would feel very
small and at their mercy. A leaf. Jack, she would say to me. A goddamn leaf
being blown all around.

—

—

—

—
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make up
Tomouth
and

Robin crams the rest of her dry sandwich into her
not to gag. Then she gathers up the rest of her things and
stuffs them all into the backpack. She looks at me and says, 'You done. Dad?"
1 nod, and she says, "It wasn't so bad. Just a little dry." Her look is sweet and
patronizing, and my heart aches for loving her. She picks up the remains of
my sandwich, walks a few feet away, and begins throwing crumbs to the ducks.
Crystal sits at the far end of the bench, her knees pulled up to her chest,
her arms wrapped around them and her head buried. Curled tight as a woolly
bear on a cold day. Once she peaks out from under an arm. But she won't look
at me. She's filled with anger. All of her fifty-one pounds, from her lemonyblond hair down to her black hightop sneakers ^all of it is angry. With her
mother, for leaving her and not telling her secrets she'll need to know. With
the chimps for having pink behinds. Maybe with me, too, for not being straight
with her about how sick Jennifer was. I didn't know myself though. 1 don't
think anybody did, not her doctors, not her friends. Maybe not even herself
until she started the car.
For weeks afterwards neither Robin nor Crystal said a word about their
mother's death. When I'd try to talk to them they'd glance at each other and
one of them would say, "Okay, Dad, okay." They didn't want to talk about it.
So 1 thought, fine. Then one night 1 was tucking Crystal into bed. Out of the
blue she asked, "Why did she do it?"
"She was depressed. Unhappy."
for the fight,
tries

—

"Why?"
"I'm not sure, sweetie."

"Was

it

on account

"No, sweetie.

It

of us?"

wasn't.

She loved you and your sister very much.

It

was just

something wrong in her head."
"Couldn't the doctors give her something? To be happy."
'They tried. It didn't work."
She sucked on her tumb, thinking for a moment. Then she took her thumb
out and said, "I hate her for leaving. If she loved us she wouldn't have left."
"Don't say that."
"I do. I hate her."
"She couldn't help it, sweetie."
"But she did it herself."
"She couldn't help it," 1 repeated.
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TT That would you like to do now?"

I

ask Crystal.

VV She touches her shoulders to her ears, sits there huddled against the
the March day. She has on only a light jacket. I ask if she's
she use the extra sweater 1 stuffed in the backpack.
"I don't want anything^rom you," she hisses at me.
"Lookit, Dad," Robin calls. She's standing by the fence near the chimp

sudden

chill of

cold, could

enclosure, leaning way over.
"Don't get too close," 1 caution.
"Don't worry. Look!"
1 get up and walk over. Down below, a female chimp sits in the long grass.
In her big hairy paw is a doll. The doll is almost bald, just a few frizzy clumps
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of dull yellow hair remain on its shiny plastic skull.
against her chest, almost as if she's nursing it.
"What's she doing?" Robin asks.

The chimp cradles the

doll

don't know. Playing, 1 guess."
"Like a person," she says.
"1

I

nod.

"Would she hurt you. Dad? If you fell in?"
"1 don't know. She's a wild animal."
"She doesn't look wild."

The chimp shifts the doll from one arm to the other. Occasionally, she'll look
down at it, a profoundly human expression on her black-gray face. It reminds

me of the way Jennifer used to look at the girls, after a late-night feeding. From
bed, watching them in the rocker, I felt myself at the periphery of a great secret
the two of them shared. Something 1 might be allowed momentary glimpses
of,

of

even to share in second hand, but whose essence would remain forever out
reach. Watching the chimp and doll together, I feel the cold wind cut

my

painfully across

Robin's

hand

my eyes.
slides into

my coat pocket,

"Brrr."

'You cold?"
"A little. Dad?" she asks, looking up at me.
'Yes?"

"Do animals ever do that?"
"What?"
themselves?"

"Kill

The question, like many of the things she says lately, takes me by surprise.
One late night a week ago, she came into the kitchen. 1 had a glass of Dewar's
in front of me. She stood there silently in the doorway for a moment. Then she
said, "Can somebody die if they drink too much?"
Robin stares up at me, waiting for an answer.
"No, I don't think do. Not on purpose anyway."
"If we're smarter than they are, how come people do?"
"It's not a matter of being smcirt, Robin. It's about the way people feel. You
can't control that. Animals go more by instinct."
"Like
'Yes.

ducks flying south?"
Animals have an instinct

to survive."

"And people don't?"
"No. Usually they do.

And

It's

instead of wanting to

"Like with

just that sometimes something gets screwed up.
they want to die."

live

Mom?"

'Yes."

never do that. No matter what."
"Of course, not."
"Dad. I'm sorry about before. About making Crystal cry."
"I know." I glance over my shoulder at Crystal, who peeks out at
beneath her arm and then ducks back inside her fortress of anger.
"She misses her," Robin says.
"I'll

"We

all

miss her."

ever be regular again?"
"Sure," I say, but too quickly, too flippantly.
"Will

it

me

fromi
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"No, I mean really. I'm a big girl now. Tell me the truth."
Just then a male chimp comes up and grabs the doll away from the female
and runs away. She takes off after the thief, howling and baring her teeth.
Suddenly she looks terrifying, a pigmy King Kong. Seeing she means business,
the male finally drops the doll and the female picks it up and goes over to the
comer of the enclosure. She huddles protectively around the doll.
"1 hope so, hon," 1 say.
"We'll do the best we can, right Dad?" Robin says,
"Right."
I go back over to the bench and pick up our stuff. 'You ready. Crystal?"
She gets up without a word and starts walking ahead of us.
The afternoon has made up its mind finally to stay cloudy. It gets cold
enough that snowflakes wouldn't come as a surprise. The big cats, which had
earlier been sunning themselves on the concrete of their enclosure, have all
gone inside. The musk oxen, however, stand with their sheepdog faces into
the wind, enjoying this last bit of cold. As we head towards the gates I think
about Robin's question: Will it ever be regular again? Regular for me meant
getting up every morning and not having to think twice about each move. Just
letting the momentum carry you along. But it's hard even to picture that life
anymore. It's like trying to picture what that ape was thinking about back
there, the one holding the doll. Or what Jennifer had in mind when she sat in

the garage with the engine running. A mystery.
Robin clutches my hand, while Crystal shuffles along ahead. Her neck is
scrunched down into her shoulders against the cold but she'll tough it out
rather than ask for a sweater. And that toughness will have to serve her well.
We're passing a concession stand, the last before the exit. The smell of grease
and coffee suddenly warms me. Crystal, ten yards ahead, stops in her tracks
and turns. She stands there waiting for us, looking as menacing as a wolverine,
and 1 can only wonder what's up. I imagine another confrontation.
"What's the matter. Crystal?" I ask.
She has her hands planted squarely on her narrow hips. Her head's level
so her eyes are tipped way back in the sockets, almost lost under the brows.
"I'm still hungry," she says.
'You're hungry? How about a hot dog?"
'Yeah. And french fries," she bargcdns.
"Me, too. Dad," says Robin. "I'm still a little hungry."
"What's the matter, you guys didn't like my sandwiches?"
"They were good," Robin offers. "Just next time, remember the mayo. Dad."

'They were kinda dry," Crystal says.
"Kinda dry, huh?"
"Very dry." Then, gaining confidence, she screws up her face and adds,
you want the truth, they were gross."
"Gross?" I say.
"Wicked gross. Dad," jokes Robin.
"Barf city," Crystal says, breaking a smile.
"All right.

I

I

"If

get the point."

While we're waiting
ask her to bring her

for

our order, Robin says she has to go to the bathroom.
but Crystal says she doesn't have to.

sister,
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As soon as Robin's gone, Crystal looks

at me.

"How come she

didn't

tell

me... you know... about the eggs?"

"She probably thought you weren't ready yet, honey. She would have, believe
me. She would have told you everything you needed to know."
Crystal sucks on the collar of her jacket, mulling this over. Then she asks,
"Who's going to tell me all that stuff now?"
"I

will."

"Everything? Even the gross parts?"
"Everything. I promise," I say. "OK?"
She chews on that one for a moment, then nods.
Robin comes back out and we take our food over and sit at a table. The girls
are hungry and tear into their food, and 1 can't honestly say anything has ever
tasted much better. The girls exchange looks and start giggling.

"What?"

1

ask.

But Robin says, "Don't be so nosey. Dad," and smiles at her sister.
I picture them years from now, as teenagers, sharing secrets about dates
and boyfriends. Private things. Excluding me, or maybe telling me just a little,
things they might have shared with Jennifer. And I'll look back and recall a
moment like this: a cold day at the zoo eating hot dogs. Or maybe in the mall
feeling silly as 1 help them look for their first training bra. Or making
sandwiches and not forgetting the mayo. Some small insignificant thing.
Though 1 probably won't have recognized it at the time for what it was. The

moment when we

hungrily, desperately tore into our

o o o o

new

life.

A Story by
TERRY GRANT

Partial Reconstruction
Missie Willis had her hip crushed beyond repair, they told her she
When
would never walk again. When

her husband of twelve years left her and
the four children, they (a different they) said it was for the best, anyway, and
she would find another man. What no one seemed to understand, though, was
that she didn't care about walking, since she had no place to go, and she had
no desire for another man ^the first one had been more than enough. It wasn't
that she didn't appreciate their pity; she just knew there were a lot of people
needing it more. But she endured it, let them come by and pay their respects,
offer to help however they could: the other farm wives saying they could cook
for her or take care of the children; the farmers themselves suggesting they
could work her fields once planting season rolled around again. And she
usually told them she couldn't let them do that because she would feel obliged
to pay and wouldn't be able to, or some such nonsense, and they said they
iidn't expect to be paid, and she said she knew that but would feel obliged
anyway. Still, she didn't have the heart to say she didn't need them; she just
let them think it was pride.
So, three days after Blane had left, Pete Caldwell came striding across the
east field straiight out of a huge orange sun, his features blurred by sunlight
cind distance. Missie, watching the sunrise through her kitchen window,
recognized Pete immediately by the unusual angle of his hat, pulled down
toward his right ear, and his awkward forward lean, like he'd been shoved from
behind and had not quite regained his balance. In a moment he was halfway
across the field, not slowing at all, as if he might just charge right into the
house, so she wheeled herself to the door.
She smoothed the ankle-length black print dress over each thigh ^first the
brushed her short brown curls back lightly
left one, then the unfeeling one
with her fingertips, finished buttoning her white wool sweater, then slid the
brown gauzy curtain aside. What was taking him so long? She moved closer
to the door and tried to pull herself up by the doorknob. She was halfway up,
when he tramped onto the porch and stuck his face against the screen.
She hung there unsurely a moment, staring at him, then he grinned the
width of his thin bony face and pointed a finger at her, pretending to shoot.
She dropped back into the chair, twisted the knob and let the door swing
open. He opened the screen door and waited, still leaning forward, the toe of
his dirty boot nudging the doorsill.

—

—

—

"Well, come on in," she said.
As she turned her chair around, he walked past her, took off the dusty beige

hat and, with a flick of his wrist, sent it twirling across the room, onto the
kitchen table, then patted his slick black hair.

——
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"Do you want some coffee?" she said, not looking at the wedge-shaped point
above his forehead.
"Don't go to no trouble"
"I wouldn't think of it." That sounded too harsh so she smiled but felt
awkward doing it; he didn't seem to mind, though, didn't seem to care one way
or the other. He sat at the table and crossed his legs closely like a woman or
an old man. He wasn't old and didn't look it in his gray corduroys and
red-and-black flannel shirt; it was just that old man's way of crossing his legs.
And what had Blane said about it? My God, how can he do that? That'd hurt
my balls. At once she was sorry she remembered that, sorry she had ever
listened to him at all, and was glad he wasn't around anymore to fill her head
with such frivolous things.
She stood, balancing on her good leg, and leaned over the one-piece counter
top to get a cup from the upper cabinet. Her other leg dangled uselessly, but
looked almost normal. At least the toes pointed straight ahead. It was much
better than just having a stub like the young doctor at the hospital had
suggested. Up until the day she had come home, the doctor had kept telling
her it was all well and good to stick pins and things in there to keep the thing
straight, but the leg would have to come off eventually whether she liked it or
not. She lowered herself back into the chair with a pained grunt.
"Don't hurt yourself, now, Missie," Pete said.
"I'll manage." She put the cup in her lap, rested her hands on the chair's
wheels and tried to catch her breath. And what did the doctor know anyway?
he was younger than she was. Fresh out of medical school, she figured. He
had told her unless she let him take the leg her body would keep trying to save
it and she would always be tired because of it. Which was about like predicting
the sun to rise, since she'd been tired every day for the past ten years. He'd
also said the nerves were all destroyed, that she could drive a nail through the
leg and not even feel it, and most of the time that was true, but at night it hurt
so badly she couldn't sleep. He said it was all in her head and that that was

a very natural reaction.
'You got

it?"

Pete said.

she said, glancing at the small grid pattern which had not yet
faded from his nose. She moved to the stove, took her cup left there since
breakfast with a drop of black liquid at the bottom of it and MOM on the side
in big red letters ^and spooned instant coffee into it and the one she was
carrying. The kettle wasn't hot against her palm, but she thought the water
was surely warm enough for coffee. She poured it into the cups and little wisps
of steam rose from them.
"Black?" she said.
"Cream and sugar if you got it."
Missie put the sugar bowl in her lap, lodged the cream dispenser a.
miniature teapot with blue flowers painted on the side between her good leg
and the side of the wheelchair. She held the two cups in her left hand and
wheeled herself to the table with her right.
'You know," Pete said, "I'm forty-three years old. You wouldn't have guessed
it, would you?"
"No," she said, glad he hadn't asked her to guess.
"I'm fine,"

—

—

—

I am. I'm forty-three." And he tapped the table for emphasis. He looked
toward the window, his lips moving slightly as though to form the words
before he said them. Finally he said, "I ain't never been married or nothing."
He stirred sugar into his coffee, poured in cream, then held the little teapot
at arm's length, running his thumb across the painted flowers. "Real pretty,"
he said.

"Well,

off

"I

like

it."

He sipped the coffee, "Hoo
She shrugged.

boy, that's awful strong stuff."

'You drinking it black?"
'You get used to it." She didn't say that she made it that strong for Blane,
made it the way he wanted it because to her coffee was coffee.
"My grandpa told me," Pete said, "Gram ^that's my grandma ^he told me
she used to make coffee so strong it'd bum your nose hairs out if you wasn't
careful." He cackled, rocking forward and slapping at the table. Missie couldn't
laugh, could only muster a faint grin.
He sipped his coffee again, looking absently around the room as if he'd
forgotten something. It was just the other way with Blane: he would suddenly
look like he had cornered a wild animal, had just clamped its leg in a trap,
and it was thrashing so madly he couldn't even tell what it was. Then it would
chew its own leg off, leaving him with only the leg, and he would look up from
his supper at Missie or one of the kids and mutter, Goddamn it.

—

"How

—

old're you," Pete said, "thirty-five?"

She had

to look at

sitting in the kitchen

him a second to remember who he was, that she was
with him. 'Twenty-nine," she said.

'You look fifty. 1 can't believe what he done to you."
"He didn't do anything to me."
He glanced downward, toward her leg. She knew this was not deliberate,
that he was not trying to draw attention to it, so she let it pass. She could've
told him this was her farm and not Diane's, that she'd been driving tractors
for fifteen years and should've had enough sense not to turn one over; she
could've said a lot of things to him, but what was the use?

the early evening, Missie and the children ate supper. The children ate
but Missie was tired, her motions slow and measured. She laid the
fork beside her plate and rested her hands in her lap. Dwayne, continuing to
eat, looked up at her with an expression of mock worry which she recognized
immediately as one of Blane's. On Blane's face it meant, I hope you're all right,
but there's nothing I can do for you if you're not, but on this smaller gentler

In
heartily,

face

it

probably didn't

mean

anything at

all.

the oldest and looked the most like his father, but all the
children had gotten their sandy-blonde hair and slender faces from Blane.
Missie's face was rounder, her hair a much darker brown.
"Mom?" Doug said. He was the youngest, only six.

Dwayne was

'Yes, son?"

"How come they won't let me climb

the tree, too?"

"Dwayne, were you in Mister Caldwell's apple tree again?"

"We got hungry," Dwayne

said.
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'You know I've warned you," she said. "If he fills your hind ends with
buckshot don't come running to me."
She leaned back a little and languidly watched them eat, noticing how
adeptly they used their forks and knives.
'They wouldn't let me climb up," Doug said.
'You're too little," Buddy said.
Missie knew this wasn't so. They had all been so small she had carried each
one of them inside her ^they had lived inside her but now she couldn't carry

—

—

'They're not supposed to be up there themselves," she said.
"He said we could," Betsy said, waving her fork in a way that again reminded

them

at

all.

Missie of Blane.
"Who did?"
"Mister Caldwell.

He said we didn't have to ask, either."
Buddy said. 'That's what he said."
"He give me this," Doug said. His hand wriggled into his pocket, the tip of
his tongue showing at the comer of his mouth, then he pulled out a wadded
dollar bill, tried to smooth out the wrinkles, held it up for his mother to see.
"He gave me one too," Buddy said. "He gave us all one."
Dwayne looked suspiciously at his younger brothers but didn't say anything,
'That's right,"

just kept eating.
'You're going to have to give them back," Missie said.
Buddy's eyes widened. "But... but he said... we could

buy ice cream with
them."
"We've got ice cream. Tomorrow you give those back to Mister Caldwell and
tell him you can't have his money. Tell him your mother says so."

Missie's
sat

brother, Marvin,

on the top

seemed out

of place

on the dusty back porch. He

step, stiff-backed in his black, pin-striped suit, the

sun

wasn't a particularly sunny day, though;
in the shade where Missie sat in her wheelchair, the air was cool. She expected
the night to be even cooler and decided to get the extra blankets from the hall
closet before bedtime.
"Lx)ok," Marvin said. "I might as well say it. We want you to move in with
us." He was smoking, not looking at Missie, shifting his feet uncomfortably.
"We're doing okay," she said.
His face was lifted slightly as though detecting the scent of something
dangerous, the nostrils wide and alert. "We think it would be best... at least
glinting off his tiepin

for

and cufflinks.

It

a while."

"I

think

Pam has enough troubles without four more kids running around."

"It was Pam's
and I agreed."

idea,"

he

said, smiling abruptly

toward her. "She suggested

it,

'You don't run away from a farm just because it's wintertime."
He took a last draw from the cigarette and flipped the butt past the foot of
the steps. He looked like he was going to light another one, but instead just
rubbed his palms against his pant legs, sighed, and said, "I think you should
the farm."
Missie snorted to

sell

show him she thought

that

was funny.

—
"I'm serious, Missie. Who's going to run this place? Blane's gone. He never
did anything anyway, but he could have "
"He's not a farmer."
"Well, what the hell is he, then?"
"A father. He gave me my children."
He glared at her for a second. "Some father. 1 warned you about him."
"I knew about him."
Marvin stood, Iccined against the wooden post, turning away from Missie.
She half- thought she should reach over and loosen his tie. "1 just want to know
who's going to run this place," he said.
"It's going to belong to my children," she said. "It was Dad's, now it's mine,

and then

it'll be theirs."
"Who's going to run it now?"
"Dwayne can drive a tractor better than Jean," she said, and was surprised
when Marvin didn't comment. "He knows every piece of equipment we've got."

"He's just

a twelve year-old boy."

'You drove a tractor when you were twelve."
'Yes, but 1 didn't want to. Dad made me do it."
Missie remembered it differently Marvin coming up with reasons why he
should learn to drive the tractor (J can plow some while you're in town so we

—

don't lose time, or What if you're sick or hurt or something) pestering their
father until he finally had to give in. She remembered something else,
too their parents practically having to hold Marvin down to get him into a
suit for church or for a funeral or a wedding. Now he only wore suits,
expensive-looking ones. He owned a construction company with a man named
,

—

Smithson and drove a gray Cadillac which was parked in front of the house;
Missie couldn't even imagine him on a tractor any more.
"I heard Pete Caldwell came to see you," he said, his expression easing like

an unclenching

fist.

"Everybody in the valley's been by."
He took a red-and-white pack from an inner pocket of his jacket and shook
out another cigarette. "1 think Pete's a nice man," he said. "Don't you?"
"He keeps giving the kids money. I've asked him not to, but he does it
anyway."
He held the cigarette several inches in front of his lips. "He's a nice man,
though."
"Oh, sure. He's nice enough."
He got out his rectangular, silver lighter, lit the cigarette, said through
smoke, "He's a fine farmer, too. He's had that place for fifteen years, and he's
always made a profit."
Missie nodded, no longer paying particular attention to his words, instead
thinking how shabby the fields appeared with a huge bright cloud formation
passing over them. There would be much work to do next spring.

had left for school, Missie went outside
The sun had risen hours earlier, and she had opened
up the shades, but the house was still chilly.

^T"Nie next morning, after the children

X
all

to sit in the sunshine.

the curtains

and

let

—
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of her wheelchair at the edge of the back porch and, hanging on
porch support with one hand and the chair with the other, lowered

She got out
to the

wooden floor. She slid down onto the top step, carefully pulling
the chair along behind. The sunlight warmed her face, a sudden chill scurrying
down her back as though being driven from her body. After a moment she
moved to the next lower step. The muscles below her shoulder blades tightened
as she twisted around and lifted the chair. It was heavier than she remembered. She swung it over the side of the steps and set it on the ground, the
tension in her back moving toward the base of her spine with the effort. Finally,
she got back into the wheelchair.
She gripped the wheels and began to make her way toward the east field,
keeping her eyes squinted and her head partly bowed against the brightness
of the sun. The sunlight shone across the field so vividly that the weeds and
wild grass looked like thousands of golden staves raised in some strange and
silent celebration. As she neared them, they lost that texture but still weren't
as shabby as they had seemed the day before. She picked one a. long slender
greenish yellow stem which flaired into a barbed cluster at the tip ^and pulled
it between her thumb and forefinger, causing a short faint squeak.
She couldn't believe how tired and sore her arms had suddenly gotten, her
forearms especially. They were damp, too. Sluggishly, she took off her sweater,
wondering why she had worn it on such a warm day in the first place, letting
it fall behind her in the chair. Where was her energy? It was such a beautiful
day, and she could be out walking and taking in the sun, if she just wasn't so
herself to the

—

tired.

Something brushed against her good foot and vanished into the weeds so
quickly it was only a blur in her mind. But it was a mole ^a mole-shaped blur.
Probably a father racing home to his family. She was glad it was almost winter
so she didn't have to kill him. Did he know that? That she would not kill him
because it was almost winter? Surely he did. But he would still be there when
spring came. He knew, just like that rabbit knew. Peter the mole knew the
same way Peter knew. Peter was just so mischievous he had to go after those
carrots. And it wasn't the farmer's fault he had to try to kill the little rabbit.
What else could he do? He had a farm to run, didn't he? He...
Nursery rhymes?
She turned the chair around and headed slowly back toward the house. As
she moved, her energy began to return and her head became clearer. She
would make it back and lie down; just a few minutes rest and she would be

—

—

okay.

—

But now her leg was hurting ^her bad leg. It was throbbing. She stopped
and rubbed it vigorously but the surface was like dead wood and the pain had
sunk down around the bone where she couldn't get at it. She started moving
again. She was nearing the house, was almost there, and was already feeling

much better.
She passed the porch, thinking she had needed to go to the bam. She
remember why, but once there, it would surely come back to
her. She was not usually so forgetful, and it would not take much to make her
remember.
When she got to the bam, she just sat at the doorway, looking around. The
big green tractor was a few yards directly in front of her, and she stared
couldn't quite

thoughtlessly at it for a minute. She shivered, not because of the tractor but
because she was out of the sunlight and the sweat on her arms and back had
suddenly gone cold. She thought the tractor was a particularly ugly shade of
green, but she always had thought that, even before the accident.
She moved up next to the right rear wheel, the tire so huge she could have
easily crawled inside it. She glanced up at the driver's seat and had a sudden
impulse to climb to it, got out of the wheelchair and leaned against the tractor
while getting a handhold. Most of her weight was still on her left leg, and then,
a moment later, her legs were off the ground, and she was scaling the side of
the tractor. Her arms burned with the effort, but she would not let go. She
finally found something to brace her left foot against, and with a lunge, made
it onto the platform at the base of the seat. Her left leg was folded beneath her,
but the tightness in her right side made her wonder if the bad leg was caught
on something and being torn from her. She didn't look down, did not let her
hand slip to where the leg was supposed to be. Shaking imperceptibly, she
finished the climb into the seat.

The

leg stayed with her, the toes

still

pointing

forward.
In the distant north field a few cows stood motionless as though carved from
stone, their backs almost golden with sunlight. Nearer, the house looked
unfamiliar and remote. Inside the bam an elongated doorway of sunlight
slanted along the shadowy ground toward the tractor, stopping just short of
the left front wheel.
She couldn't move, could not lift her hands from her lap or turn her gaze
from the direction of the open bam door. It was as though she were again
pinned by the tractor, only this time by its height rather than its weight. She
imagined Blane watching her, as if she were the trapped animal, but his look
had somehow altered. Then she understood that she'd had it all wrong. There
was no trapped animal; it was his leg held by those sharp metal teeth. And of
course he'd instinctively chewed off the leg. She briefly imagined him legless
and bleeding to death, and began to shiver more visibly. She was cold, but still
couldn't hug herself or rub the goose bumps from her arms.
Before her, the door-shaped shaft of sunlight had lengthened so that the left
front wheel was now within it. It would keep extending. The sun would reach
a point directly in front of the bam, and the doorway of light would stretch to
its limit, surrounding Missie and warming her to the bone.

o o o o
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SHAHEEN F.

DIL

In the Jungle
a cobra, coiled,
at languorous ease, hidden from the sun,
hood at rest, un-sprung,
red tongue in slumber, still
his dappled skin umber, dark green,
mottled in the hot haze of humid air
light-less from a double layer
emergent trees, then, lower,
a canopy of halfling sheens?

Does the

koil trust

Or does the

bird, instinctive,

know danger where

it

sleeps

in graceful loops criss-crossed
across a forest floor, twigs to tail,

no

lids

obscuring quiet eyes,

hypnotic, gentle, sweet,
that sinuous form
revealing what allure
of terror held inside?

Then should I not as

know friend from

well

foe

no matter what the guise
and reticent, skirt widely round the bait
that lures in silent sleep,
while secret, swift, the hidden
trap sits cold as steel,
blade sharp and glittering light-mad
beneath that dark and lissome frame?
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